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> Introduction
> The purpose of this report
1.

I was appointed by the IOPC to carry out an independent investigation into Kent
Police’ contact with Mr Matthew Mackell on the 6 May 2020. This came to the
attention of the IOPC on 7 May 2020 as a DSI referral. During the course of the
investigation the case type changed to Conduct.

2.

Following an IOPC investigation, the powers and obligations of the Director General
(DG) are delegated to a senior member of IOPC staff, who I will refer to as the
decision maker for the remainder of this report. The decision maker for this
investigation is Operations Manager Tom Milsom.

3.

In this report, I will provide an accurate summary of the evidence and attach or refer
to any relevant documents. I will provide sufficient information to enable the decision
maker to determine whether to refer any matter to the Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS).

4.

I will also provide sufficient information to enable the decision maker to form a
provisional opinion on the following:
a) whether any person to whose conduct the investigation relates has a case to
answer for misconduct or gross misconduct or no case to answer;
b) whether or not disciplinary proceedings should be brought against any such person
and, if so, what form those proceedings should take (taking into account, in
particular, the seriousness of any breach of the Standards of Professional
Behaviour);
c) whether the performance of any person to whose conduct the investigation related
is unsatisfactory and whether or not performance proceedings should be brought
against any such person; and
d) whether or not any matter which was the subject of the investigation should be
referred to be dealt with under the Reflective Practice Review Process (RPRP).

5.

I will also provide sufficient information and evidence to enable the decision maker to
identify whether a paragraph 28ZA recommendation (remedy) or referral to the
Reflective Practice Review Process (RPRP) is appropriate.

6.

I will also provide sufficient information to enable the decision maker to determine
whether to make a recommendation to any organisation about any lessons that may
need to be learned.

7.

The IOPC will then send a copy of this report and the decision maker’s provisional
opinion to Kent Police. If the appropriate authority provides comments, then they
must do so within 28 days. Where the appropriate authority disagrees with the
content of the report or the decision maker’s provisional opinion, the appropriate
authority should set out the reasons in their response as fully as possible and provide
any supporting information. Having considered any views of the appropriate authority,

the decision maker is required to make the final determination and to notify the
appropriate authority of it.
8.

The decision maker may also make a determination concerning any matter dealt with
in the report. This may include a decision that a matter amounts to Practice Requiring
Improvement (PRI) and as such should be dealt with under the Reflective Practice
Review Process (RPRP) or a recommendation under paragraph 28ZA (remedy).

9.

Where Articles 2 or 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) are
engaged, this investigation is also intended to assist in fulfilling the state’s
investigative obligation by ensuring as far as possible that the investigation is
independent, effective, open and prompt, and that the full facts are brought to light
and any lessons are learned.

> The investigation
> Terms of reference
10. Graham Beesley approved the terms of reference for this investigation on 26 May
2020. The terms of reference are:
11. To investigate the contact between Kent Police staff and police officers and Mr
Matthew Mackell. This will include examining:
a) The actions and decisions of the Kent Police staff and police officers in relation to
their contact with Mr Mackell, and whether these actions were in line with national
and local policy. Pursuant to this the following decisions will initially be examined;
i) The assessment decision to downgrade the incident to ‘high’
ii) The decision to not notify the Duty Inspector
iii) The decision to not conduct an area search of Dunorlan Park to attempt to locate
Matthew Mackell.

> Subjects of the investigation
There was an indication that persons serving with the police listed below may have:
(a) committed a criminal offence, or
(b) behaved in a manner which would justify the bringing of disciplinary
proceedings.
Where there is such an indication for any police officer, police staff member or
relevant contractor, they are categorised as a subject of the investigation. All subjects
are served with a notice of investigation, informing them of the allegations against
them.
FINAL
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12.

They are also informed of the severity of the allegations. In other words, whether, if
proven, the allegations would amount to misconduct or gross misconduct, and the
form that any disciplinary proceedings would take.

13.

The following person/people have been categorised as subjects of this investigation:

Name
PSE A

Role

Severity

Date notified

Interviewed

Force Control
Room
Supervisor

Misconduct

16 June 2020

28 July 2020

(Police Staff
Employee)
PSE B

Dispatcher
(Police Staff
Employee)

Misconduct

16 June 2020

28 July 2020

Mark Sankey

Force
Intelligence
Manager

Misconduct

22 June 2020

19 August 2020

Police
Sergeant
PSE C

Learning &
Development
Officer
(Police Staff
Employee)

Misconduct

15 July 2020

25 August 2020

PSE D

Dispatcher
(Police Staff
Employee)

Misconduct

22 July 2020

25 August 2020

PSE E

Dispatcher
(Police Staff
Employee)

Misconduct

12 August
2020

16 September 2020

14.

FINAL

PSE A was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following
allegations:
•

He failed to challenge Police Staff Employee (PSE) E on her process of
downgrading the incident which appeared to contravene working practice.

•

He failed to assess the caller as a suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police
PAGES suicide guidance, which meant the duty inspector was not informed.

6

•

He failed to assess the risk to the caller as being ‘immediate’ even though there
was a ‘danger to life’ and as such failed to follow Kent Police PAGES incident
grades guidance.

•

He failed to apply Kent Police Thrive guidance which would have indicated an
‘immediate’ grading to the caller.

•

He failed to make any resourcing enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per Kent
Police PAGES incidents to be notified to supervisors guidance.

15.

PSE B was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following
allegations:
•

She failed to make any resourcing enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per
Kent Police PAGES incidents to be notified to supervisors’ guidance.

•

She failed to complete an adequate attempt to deploy any resources, by only trying
to contact YD40 once.

16.

Mark Sankey was served with a Regulation 17 Notice outlining the following
allegations:
•

He failed to assess the caller as a suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police
PAGES suicide guidance, which meant the duty inspector was not informed.

•

He failed to assess the risk to the caller as being ‘immediate’ even though there
was a ‘danger to life’ and as such failed to follow Kent Police PAGES incident
grades guidance.

•

He failed to apply Kent Police Thrive guidance which would have indicated an
‘immediate’ grading to the caller.

•

He provided an inadequate level of supervision over the incident to ensure actions
were completed.

17.

PSE C was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following
allegations:
•

He failed to challenge PSE E on her process of downgrading the incidentwhich
appeared to contravene working practice.

•

He viewed the CAD2 after there were actions requested by the Force Incident
Manager (FIM) Police Sergeant (PS) Sankey. After this, he failed to make any
patrol enquiries or request PSE E (who he was coaching) make patrol enquiries.
Indicating he failed to follow instructions given by a more senior memberof staff
and also failed to follow Kent Police PAGES guidance by not doing so.

18.

PSE D was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following
allegations:
•

She viewed the CAD after there were actions requested by the FIM PS Sankey.
She failed to make any patrol enquiries after this, indicating she failed to follow

2

CAD – Computer Aided Dispatch: A method of recording 999 calls and dispatching emergency
services by computer.
FINAL
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instructions given by a more senior member of staff, and also failed to follow Kent
Police PAGES guidance by not doing so.
19.

PSE E was served with a notice of investigation outlining the following
allegations:
•

She downgraded the incident in a way which appeared to contravene working
practice.

•

She failed to assess the caller as a suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police
PAGES suicide guidance. This meant the duty inspector was not informed.

•

She failed to make any resourcing enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per
Kent Police PAGES incidents to be notified to supervisors’ guidance.

•

She viewed the CAD after there were actions requested by the FIM PS Sankey.
She failed to make any patrol enquiries after this, indicating she failed to follow
instructions given by a more senior member of staff.

> Legislation, policies and guidance
considered
20.

During the investigation, I have examined relevant legislation, together with national
and local policies and guidance, as set out below. This material will enable the
decision maker and the appropriate authority to consider whether the police officers,
police staff member and relevant contractors named in this report complied with the
applicable legislation, policy and guidance, and whether the existing policies were
sufficient in the circumstances.

21.

Since this incident, various policies and procedures have already been changed. I will
be assessing the individuals’ concerned actions and decisions against the policies
which were current at the time of the incident.

> Legislation/policy/guidance name or category
22. ‘Kent Police PAGES 999 or 112 - Abandoned or Silent Calls’
•

Lists actions for the Call Taker / Handler, Telephony Team Leader and
Dispatcher.

23. ‘Kent Police PAGES 999 or 112 - Abandoned or Silent Calls’ - updated since
thisincident.
24. ‘Kent Police 999 or 112 Call – Abandoned or Silent Initial Actions’ (flowchart)
•

FINAL

Contains the different actions and routes for the Call Handler to follow
depending if the call has come in via a telephone kiosk, landline or a mobile
and the various checks which need to be completed.
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25. ‘Kent Police 999 or 112 Call – Abandoned or Silent Initial Actions’ (flowchart)
-updated since this incident.
26. ‘Kent Police PAGES 999 or 112 Subscribers Check’
•

Contains the actions for Telephony Team Leader and Force Incident Manager
(FIM). Also the procedure for obtaining subscribers details.

27. ‘Kent Police PAGES Incidents to be notified to Supervisors’
•

Certain incidents must be brought to the attention of supervisors. This
contains the criteria for what to refer and to whom: includes the FIM, Dispatch
Team Leader, LDPT Inspector, Patrol Sergeant.

28. ‘Kent Police PAGES Incident Grades’
•

Explains the eight different grades within STORM.

29. ‘Kent Police PAGES – THRIVE guidance’
•

THRIVE is a mnemonic for Threat, Harm, Risk, Investigation, Vulnerability and
Engagement. Kent Police assesses all requests for service utilising the
THRIVE principles.

30. ‘Kent Police THRIVE Principles poster’
•

Explains each of the THRIVE components.

31. ‘Kent Police PAGES Suicide – Threats or Attempts to Commit’
•

Contains actions for the Call Taker, Dispatcher and Telephony Team Leader.

32. ‘Kent Police PAGES – Communications Intelligence Unit (CIU)’
•

Contains CIU contact details. States they provide advice and guidance in
respect of all aspects of telephony and internet communications, including ‘life
at risk’ incidents.

33. ‘Kent Police Force Control Room (FCR) Training Records – Content’
•

Explains the different roles within the FCR

> Summary and analysis of the evidence
34.

FINAL

To assist the decision maker in drafting their opinion, I have presented a summary
and analysis of the evidence. During this investigation, a volume of evidence was
gathered. After thorough analysis of all the evidence, I have summarised that which I
think is relevant and answers the terms of reference for my investigation. As such,
not all of the evidence gathered in the course of the investigation is referred to in this
report. However, the methodology of the investigation, including key decisions that
were made, strategies that were set, and details of people referred to in this report,
are included in the attached appendices.
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35.

The calls between Mr Mackell’s father Michael Bond and Kent Police during the early
hours of 6 May 2020, are relevant to this investigation as they provide confirmation
that Kent Police had Mr Mackell’s fathers’ telephone number and home address on
their system from only 24 hours previously.

> Chronology
> Early morning of 6 May 2020
36.

At 00.51am, Kent Police received an abandoned call from the phone number
where a disturbance was heard.

37.

At 00.59am, a Kent Police call handler made a call to
to voicemail.

38.

At 01.01am, a call handler made a further call to
. A male answered
and stated he had had an argument with his son. He did not realise the call had
connected to the police. He gave his name as Michael Bond and his address as
. He told the call handler his son (who was nearly 18 years
old) had gone out for a walk to calm down. He apologised for the call connecting and
the call handler told him it would be sent over to be reviewed by a team leader.

39.

At 07.31am, Kent Police made another call to
. The call handler asked
Michael Bond to confirm the details of the incident last night. Michael said his eldest
son had come in, they had a row, Mr Mackell went out for about an hour and half,
and then came home and went to bed. Michael stated the row was about his school
work he was meant to be doing whilst on lockdown. Kent Police assessed this to be a
normal argument between a parent and child and closed down the CAD.

. It went straight

> Evening of 6 May 2020
40.

At 10.18pm, an unknown male made an abandoned call to Kent Police from the
phone number
. In a playback he was heard to say, “Can you send
someone to pick me up, I’m about to kill myself”.

41.

Initial call handler PSE H listened to the playback of the call and created the
STORM3 CAD report (KP 20200506 – 1507) as call type ‘999 Abandoned’. The
incident report indicates she was following the ‘999 Abandoned flowchart’. The
Eastings and Northings were confirmed as 560035, 1397534.

3

STORM: Kent Police call handling system.
A database containing geographic addressable and non-addressable locations, that contain eastings
and northings information; so as to accurate pin-point that location on a map.
4 Geobase:

FINAL
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42. At 10.23pm, PSE H updated the CAD there were no previous calls from the number
on STORM and the number was no trace on Athena5. She updated that theEastings
and Northings via Geobase enquiry tracked to Dunorlan Park, Tunbridge Wells.
43.

At 10.23pm, PSE H tried calling the male back from 01622690690. She askedhim if
he was OK, he stated “yeah, I’m fine”. She told him they had heard him say he
wanted to kill himself on the line and gave her name as
She asked him
“what’s your name?” and he hung up on her.

44.

At 10.25pm, PSE H tried calling the male back and it went straight to his
voicemail.

45.

At 10.26pm, PSE H called the male again. She told him she wanted to help him,
gave her name again, and asked his name. The male replied with what soundedlike
“Mark”. She asked him “Mark, and where are you, Mark?” The male hung up again. A
further call to the male went straight to his voicemail.

46. At 10.28pm, PSE H updated ‘Due to concerns for the male and him keep [sic]
hanging up on me will send for subs check’. She sent the CAD to the Telephony
Team Leader (TTL) PSE G for a subscribers6 check.
47.

At 10.28pm, TTL PSE G opened the CAD and requested a subscriber’s check
authorisation from the Force Intelligence Manager (FIM).

48.

At 10.29pm, FIM Police Sergeant (PS) Mark Sankey opened the CAD and authorised
the subscribers check.

49. At 10.31pm, Mr Mackell’s phone
made an outgoing call to
01622690690 lasting one minute and 17 seconds.
50. At 10.32pm, Mr Mackell’s phone

made an outgoing call to

01622690690 lasting three seconds.
51. At 10.33pm, Mr Mackell’s phone
01622690690 lasting twenty seconds.

made an outgoing call to

52. At 10.32pm, PSE G updated the CAD ‘prepaid, no subscriber details’.

5
6

53.

At 10.38pm, PSE G updated the CAD ‘have spoken to comms intel they will do
open source checks’. PSE G then called the male back. He introduced himself and
asked the male for his name and address so the police could help him. The male
said, “I don’t know” and “what you mean, help me?” PSE G tried toexplain he just
wanted to help him, but the male went silent and then hung up. The call lasted one
minute 19 seconds.

54.

At 10.39pm, Communications Intelligence Unit (CIU) PSE F opened up theCAD.

Athena: Kent Police crime recording/intelligence/custody/case file system.
Subscribers: A check which identifies details (if any) registered to the account for that telephone number.

FINAL
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55.

At 10.43pm, PSE F updated the CAD ‘from CIU – no trace consented7’.

56.

At 10.43pm, PSE G opened the CAD.

57.

At 10.47pm Mr Mackell’s phone made an outgoing call lasting two seconds to
01622690690.

58.

At 10.47pm, Learning & Development Team Development Officer PSE C
opened the CAD.

59. At 10.47pm, PSE G updated the CAD ‘based on E&N male likely to be in
Dunorlan Park have amended CAD address to this location’ and he upgraded the
priority of the CAD to ‘Immediate’ before transferring it to dispatch.
60.

At 10.48pm, Dispatcher PSE E opened up and accepted the CAD

61.

At 10.50pm, PSE G opened the CAD.

62. At 10.54pm, PSE E downgraded the priority of the CAD from immediate to ‘
High’, updating ‘YDD - TL has auth d/grade will add rational shortly’.
63. At 11.10pm, FCR Supervisor PSE A opened up the CAD.
64. At 11.13pm, PSE A updated the CAD providing his rationale for the downgrade and
stated, ‘our only available action is to contacting the phone for updates and
information to identify the caller’. PSE A transferred the action todispatch and notified
the FIM.
65.

At 11.23pm, FIM PS Sankey opened up the CAD.

66.

At 11.25pm, Dispatcher PSE D opened up the CAD.

67. At 11.26pm, PSE D stated, ‘noted above, for further contact with informant, will
come back to this’ and transferred the action to dispatch again.
68. At 11.26pm, PS Sankey updated the CAD that there were ‘limited actions to be able
to complete to progress’. He asked if there were any patrols free for a tour of the area
and requested if South East Coast Ambulance (SECAMB) had received any calls
from the male’s number. PS Sankey then deleted the FIM tag.
69.

At 11.27pm, PSE D opened up the CAD and she sent the action to dispatch.

70.

At 11.33pm, Dispatch Support PSE B opened up the CAD and acceptedthe action.

71. At 11.39pm, PSE B tried calling the male, but there was no answer.
72. At 11.41pm, SECAMB checks completed by PSE B were negative withinlast two
months.
7 No

trace consented: the owner of the telephone number has not consented to sharing their data when using
that number on online forms.
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73. At 11.48pm, PSE B updated the CAD ‘attempted to call YD40 – to assist no
answer’.
74. At 00.31am on 7 May 2020, Dispatch Support PSE K opened up the CAD.
75. At 00.34am, PSE K attempted to call the male, but it went to voicemail.
76.

At 2.03am, PSE C opened up the CAD.

77.

At 2.41am, PSE B opened up the CAD. At this time, she sent a concerntext
message to the males’ number, asking for him to call Kent police on 101.

78.

At 2.56am, PSE B opened up the CAD. She updated ‘a concern text hasbeen sent
to the male requesting him to call in’.

79.

At 3.25am, PSE D opened up the CAD.

80.

At 3.56am PSE C opened up the CAD.

81.

At 5.03am, PSE E opened the CAD.

82. At 5.16am, Incident report KP 20200507-0138 was created (an unknown male found
hanging
.
83. At 5.19am, PSE A opened the new CAD KP 20200507-0138. He then opened
CAD KP 20200506 – 1507 for the abandoned call.
84. At 5.20am, PSE D viewed the new CAD KP 20200507-0138 – she mobilised YD42
and YD40.
85.

At 5.20am, PSE A cross referenced CAD KP 20200507-0138 to KP20200506-1507.

86.

At 5.32am, PSE D updated KP-20200506-1507 ‘YB10 can confirm this is male
from the xref’. The male was confirmed on Athena to be Mr Mackell of

> Analysis
87.

The IOPC completed enquiries on Mr Mackell’s phone number

.

88. The results show, 10.47pm was the last outgoing activity on the phone. Therefore,
this is assessed to be the last confirmed sign of life of Mr Mackell. See paragraph
488 for further details.
89. Kent Police FCR Training Record explains the different FCR roles:
•

FINAL

Main Dispatch - The role is to deploy the most suitable patrol to incidents that
have been assessed by the call takers as one that requires a police response.
Main Dispatch is responsible for prioritising and risk assessing incidents and
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ensuring the safety of the officers and public at all times. Dispatchers tend to
work in pairs and cover each other’s role when having a break.
•

Dispatch Back-up - Back-ups are NOT a second dispatcher. Back–ups are
for tasks, actions and proactive working in support of the dispatcher e.g.
making outgoing phone calls, loggist and conducting Athena /PNC8 checks
etc.

•

Dispatch Support - Make outgoing calls in support of the dispatchers located
within the divisional pod to which they are assigned when the back-up is not
available or the call will be protracted. Monitor email, complete various other
administrative tasks.

•

Team Leaders (TL) are aligned to each section and every member of staff
has an aligned TL. TL is responsible for the development of their staff member
along with welfare and on-going wellbeing. A staff member’s aligned TL will
not always be allocated to supervise them on a daily basis. Each TL is
allocated a position to oversee during the course of their shift. This could be
the telephony supervisor (TTL) or a dispatching supervisor.

•

TTL are responsible for the running of the operational floor with regards to
telephony skills, answering any queries and reviewing and closing certain
incidents.

•

Dispatching supervisors are responsible for overseeing one or more of the
nine policing areas within Kent, ensuring that patrols are deployed when
required and responsible for the reviewing and closing of certain incidents.

•

Force Incident Management (FIM) is responsible for overseeing any major
or critical incidents. Assessing firearm incidents, high risk missing persons or
concern calls. They are responsible for the team leaders and management of
the overall running of the operation floor.

> The Dispatchers
90.

When the Dispatchers PSE E, PSE D and PSE B began their shift, PSE E held the
role of Main Dispatch (also known as Dispatch One). However, PSE E was in the
training environment being coached by PSE C. PSE B was Dispatch Back-up
(Dispatch Two) and PSE D, Dispatch Support. Early in the shift it is believed all
persons were made aware PSE B was sufferingwith a bad ear, so FCR Supervisor /
Team Leader PSE A swapped over the roles of PSE D and PSE B, giving PSE D the
role of Dispatch Back-up and making PSE B Dispatch Support.

> The Call type
91.

8

From the initial abandoned call into Kent police, PSE H created the STORM
incident call type as ‘999 abandoned’. The Kent Police PAGES ‘999 or 112 –

PNC: Police National Computer

FINAL
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Abandoned or Silent Calls’ guidance stated for the call taker to follow the ‘Flow
Chart’. PSE H updated the CAD she was ‘following 999 Aban flow chart’.
92.

The CAD indicated PSE H followed the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent
– Initial Actions flow chart’. She listened back to the abandoned call herself,
completed checks on STORM and ATHENA, confirmed the Eastings and Northings
location to be Dunorlan Park, Tunbridge Wells and attempted to phone the caller
back. Due to concerns for the male, PSE H then sent the male’s phone numberfor a
subscribers check.

93.

For the lifetime of the CAD it was marked up as ‘999 abandoned’ call type – so that is
how it would have presented on the screen for anyone else who viewed it.

94.

The IOPC were told at the time of the incident there was no fixed policy dictating that
the call type should have been changed from ‘999 abandoned’ to anything else, such
as ‘Suicide Risk’. Kent Police have since cemented this in policy, having
subsequently identified that this would have been an appropriate thing to do. Robert
Goble (FCR Quality Assurance) stated ‘had the call type been ‘Suicide Risk’ instead
of ‘999 abandoned’ when it was with the dispatchers, the risk would likely have been
easier for them, supervisors and any officers looking at their lists to identify'. Kent
Police amended the ‘abandoned 999 flowchart’ in May 2020 and briefed out to all
FCR staff on both 13 and 20 May 2020 ‘Anyone transferring an abandoned 999 call
to Dispatch, where a specific risk is identified, amend the call-type as appropriate’.

95.

In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
•

The evidence suggests PSE H created the call type in line with Kent
Police guidance current at the time of the incident.

•

There was no guidance in place which stipulated the call type needed to be
changed by anyone further who viewed the incident.

•

Since the incident, Kent Police have now updated guidance to reflect this
issue.

> PSE H
96. Listening to the call recording of when PSE H spoke to Mr Mackell, she obviously
thought he called himself “Mark” as that is what she called him in response,but she
failed to record this name for the caller onto the CAD. The name Mark transpired to be
the incorrect name, so in this incident, it would not have helped to identify him, and it is
unlikely it would have assisted anyone else further in trying to engage with him.
Therefore, it is likely if she had of recorded the name Mark on the CAD, it would not
have made a difference in this particular incident, but it is possible it may make a
difference on another occasion.
97.

FINAL

PSE H could therefore benefit from being reminded of the importance of recording all
information that may be of value to an investigation onto the CAD report.
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> The location of the caller
98.

Kent Police uses EISEC to map the location of a phone call. EISEC stands for
‘Enhanced Information Service for Emergency Calls’. This brings into 999 service
control rooms the Eastings / Northings / ‘ellipse and confidence’ comprising a
triangulation of the mobile phone signal in relation to the mast that picked up the call,
in relation with another mast.

99.

During this incident, PSE H has manually entered the Eastings / Northings into a map
search facility, and this showed the location of the park. Then, on entering thatpark
as a location into STORM it showed the location Kent Police have recorded for that
park. Large locations’ have to be given a physical location within the STORM system
but that may not be the ‘exact’ location of the incident / phone signal.

100. Therefore, although they had this Eastings and Northings location of 560035,
139753, it was not necessarily indicative of the location of the caller.
101. At 10.23pm, PSE H identified the location from these Eastings and Northings
results as ‘Dunorlan Park’, Tunbridge Wells.

> PSE G
102. PSE G provided a witness statement to the IOPC on 23 September 2020. Hestated he
was following the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’
and discussing the situation with one of his colleagues on the Telephony Team.
103. He explained he ‘transferred the CAD to dispatch based on the Eastings and
Northings, due to the information on the CAD itself and from speaking to the male
myself I believed he was at immediate risk of harm, therefore as the Eastings and
Northings while giving a large area of Dunorlan Park was at that time our only
relevant line of enquiry, believed it would be appropriate to deploy a patrol to try to
locate and safeguard the male’.

FINAL
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104. The image below shows the best comparison of the results the call taker would have
produced at the time of the incident:

Figure 1.

FINAL
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105. Below is the map zoomed in:

Figure 2.
106. Dunorlan Park9 is approximately 78 acres and contains a six-acre lake. It is not far
from Tunbridge Wells town centre, approximately five minutes in a car or 25 minutes
on foot. To the north there is lots of residential housing, to the south and the east,
more green spaces.
107. In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
•

The evidence suggests PSE H produced mapping results at the time ofthe
incident consistent with how the FCR knew to operate the system.

•

The mapping results (Figure 1 and 2) show the scale of the area Kent Police
had for the location of Mr Mackell’s phone.

> Why the TTL transferred the incident to dispatch
108. The ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to Commit’ guidance states under ‘Call Taker
action’ - pass to dispatcher as soon as location identified.

9

Dunorlan Park - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunorlan_Park/ (06/10/20)
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109. Following the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’, if
there is a ‘possible address identified’, the arrows indicate for the incident to be
transferred to the dispatcher.
110. The IOPC has not been provided with any further guidance which the TTL would
have been following in relation to these circumstances.
111. PSE G provided a witness statement to the IOPC on 23 September 2020. He
explained how at the time of the incident he had worked as a TTL for a small number
of shifts over approximately a three- month period. Previous to the incident he had
both shadowed the role and worked independently. At the time of the incident he was
covering a staff shortage on another team.
112. PSE G told the IOPC he ‘transferred the CAD to dispatch based on the ‘Eastings
and Northings’. He confirmed he was following the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned
or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’.
113. The IOPC were told by PSE C, PSE A, and PSE J (FCRTeam Manager) it appeared
there had been a misunderstanding of the flow chart around transferring the incident
to dispatch.
114. PSE C told the IOPC, how he believed the TTL should have kept the CAD for longer
until they had further information, including a better / more defined location identified
prior to sending it to dispatch. He explained how he discussed this matter with the
TTL at the time of the incident but the matter could not be resolved. He had requested
rationale as to why it had been sent to dispatch, purely based on eastingsand
northings results. At the time he was told they were just following the ‘ policy’
mentioning “Immediate… threat to life…. And eastings and northings”.
115. On reviewing the incident, PSE A believed that when PSE G had followed the flow
chart and it said to ‘Type the physical location shown into CAD’,PSE G had typed
in the physical location of the mast. PSE A statedthis was incorrect and it should
have represented the physical location of where dispatch were to attend.
116. PSE A explained how once telephony have passed the incident to dispatch, they
are not able to go back and request further checks from them, “effectively, it comes
to us, we have then have control [of it]”. He explained how dispatch do not have the
time to be making telephony enquiries in order to gain more information on
someone’s location. It is a TTL role, but at the time of the incident PSE C was told it
was their policy to hand it over.
117. On 14 October 2020, PSE G told the IOPC, “I have always taken ‘type the physical
location shown into the CAD’ as placing the location that the eastings and northings
go down to, on the body of the cad, such as covering the area of Dunorlan park in
this instance…..my understanding of this has not changed since this incident”.
118. In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
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•

The evidence from PSE G, indicates he updated the location onto theCAD in
a way that he believed to be accurate at the time, and still did when
questioned on it by the IOPC at a later date.

•

The evidence suggests there was a disagreement at the time of the incident
around the TTL transferring the incident to dispatch.

•

The evidence indicates there may need to be some clarity provided when
following the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’
as to what location should be updated on the CAD when the result of the
eastings and northings could potentially represent a wide area and not a
specific location.

> The Incident Grading
119. Mr Mackell had made a threat to end his life in the abandoned call to police.
120. The evidence shows, 10.47pm as the last confirmed sign of life of Mr Mackell.
121. When there is ‘danger to life’, Kent Police Incident Grades guidance states an
‘Immediate’ grading is to be used.
122. Kent Police uses THRIVE to assess all requests for the police. THRIVE is a
mnemonic for Threat, Harm, Risk, Investigation, Vulnerability and Engagement. In
assessing this incident:
•

The Threat, Harm and Risk to the caller was high (The call recording showed
he had made a direct, unconditional threat to kill himself and was distressed).

•

The Investigation part of THRIVE identifies the main lines of enquiry at that
time;

•

In regard to Vulnerability, it was highly likely the caller was
vulnerable/distressed as they were suicidal.

123. The Kent Police FCR Learning and Development Review, concluded that the CAD
should have remained at an immediate for an area search to be conducted.
124. At 10.47pm, PSE G upgraded the priority of the CAD to ‘Immediate’. This
appears to be in line with the Incident Grades guidance.
125. At 10.54pm however, PSE E downgraded the priority of the CAD to ‘High’, updating
‘YDD - TL has auth d/grade will add rational shortly’. This indicated that theTeam
Leader had authorised the downgrade and would provide a rational. PSE E was in
the training environment being coached by PSE C.
126. At 11.13pm, PSE A provided his rationale for the downgrade – ‘our only available
action is to contacting the phone for updates and information to identify thecaller’.
127. At 11.26pm, PS Sankey viewed and updated the CAD.
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128. According to the Incident Grades guidance, a ‘High’ grade would not indicate a
‘danger to life’. It would therefore appear the incident was not being treated as a
‘suicide threat’ by anyone who dealt with it.
129. Kent Police ’22 Golden Hour Training’ states ‘as a dispatcher, once you have
accepted control of the CAD, your thought process should be typed up. Known as
initial incident review (IIR)’. It explains the thought process should link to the National
Decision Model (NDM) and THRIVE.
130. PSE E did not complete an IIR.

> PSE E
131. PSE E joined Kent police as a dispatcher on 6 January 2020. In her interview with the
IOPC, she explained how after her initial training in the classroom she went on to
being coached in the FCR. However, due to the COVID 19 pandemic, she had a
number of weeks away from work and a period of annual leave. On returning to work,
the coaching could not recommence for some weeks due to the COVID restrictions
in place. By the time she returned to the FCR for coaching, she felt she had “gone
back a bit”, was not ready for her assessment and suffered various other issues
within the role. PSE E explained how she found the dispatch role “reallydifficult”
because there is a lot to do in the role and there is a “lot of responsibility onyour
shoulders”.
132. Regarding her shift on 6 May 2020, PSE E recalled being main dispatch initially, but
every time she “got a little flustered”, PSE C would request either PSE B or PSE D
“take the air for a little while, while PSE E just has aminute”. PSE E would take an
hour off here and there before coming back tomain dispatch. She explained it
worked like that most shifts, with her just doing an hour or so here and there on
main dispatch when she felt she could cope with it.
133. PSE E recalled how she was trusting PSE C as he was on her shoulder and able to
see what she was doing. She remembered asking him what they should do as she
had no resources, she told the IOPC “there must have been alot of ‘immediates’ or
something” at the time. PSE C had said there was notmuch they could do, that “we’re
not deploying to that”. He then stood up, walked off,spoke to someone at the TTL and
then the TL on their pod and when he came back he told her what to do, what to
write. She remembers it being a wide area, that they did not have anyone available to
deploy and asking PSE C what they should do in the situation. She recalled PSE C
saying “there is no description, it’s such a wide area” and to downgrade it.
134. PSE E told the IOPC she “thought it was a suicide risk” and that for a ‘danger to life’
it should be an immediate grading. However, at that stage where she was in her
training, she had no confidence in herself and did not feel like she “had the powerto
override what somebody else was telling me”. She explained how she was aware PSE
C as her coach was more “senior”, she had put trust in him and was basically just
doing what he told her to. She said, “he would tell me what to type, so I was typing
everything that he said”.
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135. On reflection, PSE E wished she had updated the CAD with the fact she hadliaised
with her coach and these were his instructions.
136. PSE E did not remember if she completed any further actions in relation to this
incident. She may have been taken off main dispatch after the downgrade, she was
unable to remember.

> PSE C
137. PSE C was employed by Kent Police about four years ago. He had been adispatch
coach for approximately three years at the time of the incident. Prior to this he had
roles as dispatcher, call taker and telephony.
138. PSE C told the IOPC, that coaching was a mixture of both instructions to the trainee
and asking them questions to check their understanding. That it was dependant on
how far along they are in their coaching to how much you would direct them or sit
back a bit more. He said “sometimes, if someone’s quite new and they’re being
coached, you might ask them quite a lot of questions. You might tell them whatto do
a bit more than someone who’s more experienced”. He explained how if he noticed
that something had not been done by a trainee, he would leave it a little time for them
for them to realise and correct the mistake, but not too long where it could affect the
outcome and risk of the situation.
139. In coaching PSE E, PSE C stated that “she was probably…. one ofthe more
challenging dispatchers I’ve had to coach…. I think she found the role difficult”.
PSE C said she required a lot of support at that time and she “absolutely” still
needed a coach. He moved her on and off main dispatch between the support
and relief roles to try and assist her learning.
140. PSE C stated on the date of the incident he was coaching PSE E on main dispatch.
Due to COVID 19 restrictions he was not sat directly next to or behindher like
normal, where he would be able to see exactly what his trainee was doing and
looking at. Instead, he was logged onto a computer next to hers and trying to putup
on the screen what she was looking at. When the incident came through, PSE C
thought they reviewed it at the same time.
141. He recalled thinking “I don’t think this is gonna [sic] be an immediate graded call”. He
stated “yes there was an immediate threat to life, however..... there was not enough
sort of information as to where that person was for us to be able to go, ‘yeah we can
go to that on immediate response’”. He explained to the IOPC, how he had never
come across a CAD which had been sent to dispatch “purely based on eastings and
northings”. For this reason, he requested PSE D “take the air” from PSE E so he
could leave the desk to speak with the TTL. He questioned the TTL on what the
rationale was for putting the incident at immediate and they responded to him about
a policy, mentioning “threat to life” and “eastings and northings”. PSE C then went
to speak to PSE A (the team leader on the pod).
142. PSE C provided his rationale to PSE A as to why he believed theincident should be
downgraded. He explained to him “all we’ve got is the eastings
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and northings which generally are accurate sort of around two kilometre radius, see
obviously it’s come from a mast. Eastings and northings, it’s like a pin point and they
could be anywhere in that two kilometre radius”. He explained they did not know who
the person was, did not know what he looked like and all intelligence checks had
been completed. So “that’s the information we had at the time, and what I had to go
on, and that’s why I didn’t believe it was immediate”. PSE A agreed with himand
verbally authorised for it to be downgraded. PSE C then returned to PSE E and
instructed her to downgrade it to High.
143. PSE C stated he used THRIVE to risk assess the situation – he said “we don’t know
where this person is, we don’t know what they look like, we don’t know what their
name is, we don’t know nothing [sic] about them”. He explained they didn’tknow
enough information about the person to provide an immediate response, and they
didn’t have enough information to be able to say he is definitely in a place to be able
to send a patrol immediately to.
144. PSE C stated although the call type was marked up as ‘ Abandoned 999s’he had
identified that it was an “immediate threat to life” and that the caller “was a suicide
risk”. However, from information they had been provided with, he had determined
they were unable to provide an immediate response.

> PSE A
145. PSE A told the IOPC, the first he knew of the incident was from PSE C explaining
“We’ve got a man saying, I’m going to kill myself, erm but all we’ve got is eastings and
northings of the mast location. We don’t know who he is, where he is or no
description, no details of the male. All we have is the eastings and northings…..
based on that do we, shall we.. can we downgrade it because we’ve gotno immediate
line of enquiry?”. PSE A had responded with “if that’s the case,yes, downgrade.
Someone try and ring him, engage with the male, and I’ll review it shortly”.
146. PSE A explained how it was downgraded because from the outset there was“no
specified…or designated area to search….based on the mast information that we
had. That “immediate status is to send a patrol to a specified location on urgent duty
driving….. we had nowhere immediately to attend, until further information became
available to us, that was purely the reason for the downgrade”. He explained how a
mast location does not provide a north, south, east and west identifier for direction to
search from and the male could just as easily have been the other side of Tunbridge
Wells in a building, and nothing to identify if he was indoors, outdoors, on foot or in a
vehicle. They did not know who the male was, what he looked like or the method of
how the male planned to end his life. Based on those facts, PSE A felt a phone call to
the male to gain further details and identify a location “was the most prudent enquiry
at the time”.
147. PSE A confirmed to the IOPC, he was treating the incident as a suicide because it
was clear from the comments the male had made. He said “there was,potentially,
a danger to life”, and is aware that requires “an immediate grade”.
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148. However, PSE A compared the circumstances to a missing person enquiry. Where
there may be an immediate risk to life for that person, “but it doesn’t warrant an
immediate grade because they are inherently missing and, therefore, we have no
location to attend”. PSE A said it didn’t necessarily change their response, the
incident is still managed, but there may be other lines of enquiry.

> PS Sankey
149. At the time of the incident, PS Sankey had worked a total of 12 shifts in the FCR in
the role of Force Incident Manager. There was no bespoke training before going into
the FIM role, it was all live on the job training. He was at the time, still being mentored
in the role by an inspector who was sat next to him, but to his knowledge did not have
any involvement in this CAD or anything PS Sankey completed in respect of it.
150. He explained how he was first notified of the incident as it came across as a ‘transfer’
to a FIM for a subscribers check. He was sitting between two other FIM’s (one being
his mentor). PS Sankey picked up the CAD, authorised the subscribers check and
sent the CAD back to the TTL.
151. PS Sankey explained that he was treating the call as an ‘abandoned 999’ but there
was also a threat to the male within. He said that the call types of ‘abandoned 9’s and
‘suicide risks’ overlap in terms of his role. Regarding suicide risks, he explained there
were no mandatory actions for the FIM to complete.
152. PS Sankey told the IOPC, “If there is a clear and obvious danger to life it would be
treated as an immediate”. However, he explained, if a dispatch team leader has
“looked at it, and the threat, risk and harm that they’ve identified, or search
parameters aren’t viable, erm or the male saying he was OK, and they’ve made an
assessment to downgrade at that point….. that is a dispatch team leader’s decision”
He explained a team leader has the authority to do that.
153. PS Sankey did not question the decision which PSE A had made, he said “we have
to make… judgement calls and we empower our staff to make decisions”.He stated
“Team leaders go through a… rigorous process to get promoted to that rank within
the civilian world in the control room ”.
154. He agreed with the decision of PSE A stating, “If we sent it as an immediate,
immediate to where, Dunorlan Park, but 78…acres, Pembury and the town...we had
no description, no name, no address… just a male”.
155. PS Sankey explained how if he ever thought he needed to override a decision made,
clearly he could do that and that would have been done.

> Conduct
156. This section of the report will attempt to outline the evidence to assist the decision
maker. As all the evidence has been analysed in detail above, this section will seek
to provide a summary only.
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> PSE A
157. One of the allegations against PSE A was that he failed to assess the risk tothe
caller as being ‘Immediate’ even though there was a ‘danger to life’ and as such
failed to follow Kent Police PAGES ‘Incident Grades’. He also failed to assess the
incident in line with THRIVE.
158. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
159. The evidence shows PSE C determined the location dispatch had been provided
with, was that of a mast only and this is the information he gave to PSE A.
160. The evidence indicates PSE A used THRIVE to assess the situation and
provided PSE C authorisation for the downgrade.
161. The evidence suggests PSE A downgraded the incident to High as he was unable to
provide an immediate response, by not having a specific location to attend.He
explained how his THRIVE assessment led them him to this.
162. The evidence by PSE A indicates he told PSE C that someoneshould continue
to try and ring the male at the same time as the instruction to downgrade, which
would count towards the ‘investigation’ part of THRIVE.

> PS Sankey
163. One of the allegations against PS Sankey was that he failed to assess the risk to the
caller as being ‘Immediate’ even though there was a ‘danger to life’ and as such
failed to follow Kent Police PAGES ‘Incident Grades’. He also failed to assess the
incident in line with THRIVE.
164. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
165. The account by PS Sankey, suggested he trusted PSE A to make the right
decision and agreed with his decision to downgrade as team leaders have the
authority to perform that function.
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Further summary of this issue
•

The evidence suggests PSE G upgraded the CAD to immediate in linewith
guidance.

•

PSE E physically completed the downgrade, however she was
instructed by her coach, PSE C, to do so.

•

The Kent Police FCR Learning and Development Review, concluded that the
CAD should have remained as an immediate for an area search to be
conducted.

•

The evidence suggests, even if the CAD had remained at immediate and not
been downgraded, dispatch did not believe they had a location for the male
and therefore it is more than likely they would still have not deployed to search
for him.

•

The evidence suggests the FCR may need further clarity on the issue of
having a ‘threat to life’, but not having an ‘immediate location’ to attend - and
how this in turn should be graded.

•

The evidence shows PSE E did not complete an IIR, or request for anyone
to continue trying to phone the male, with her downgrade update at
10.54pm.

•

The evidence suggests PSE C as her coach, did not instruct her to do either
of these things.

•

PSE C, as PSE E’s coach, had a responsibility to ensure she completed all
that was necessary so it did not affect the outcome and the risk,and the
evidence suggests he was aware of this.

•

The evidence shows the action of someone calling the male was not put on
the CAD until PSE A placed his update on at 11.14pm, which was nearly 20
minutes after the request to downgrade.

•

PSE B did not try calling the male until 11.39pm, after PSE A’s update.

•

Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life was at 10.47pm.

•

The evidence indicates, had this instruction for someone to continue calling
the male been actioned at 10.54pm, it is possible someone may have been
available to try phoning him sooner. However, since Mr Mackell’s last
confirmed sign of life was at 10.47pm, it is possible a phone call actioned at
this time may have already been too late, but it is unknown whether it would
have made a difference to the outcome.

> The Downgrade process
166. A review completed by Kent Police FCR Learning and Development, highlighted that
the process of a dispatcher taking a verbal authorisation only for a downgrade from a
supervisor (prior to the supervisor actually reviewing the CAD for themselves) is
against working practice.
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167. The Incident Grades guidance explains the process of amending incident grades as
‘The Dispatcher who is in receipt on an incident and who considers that an incident
has been incorrectly graded, must inform an FCR Supervisor as soon as practicable.
Only the Supervisor can downgrade the incident. A brief rationale for the amendment
must be made on the incident’.
168. Robert Goble (FCR Quality Assurance) told the IOPC that the downgrade process
(as written above) was reminded to all FCR staff as of 25 February 2020 when it was
placed on the weekly briefing. He also said, ‘it is covered with new staff during their
lessons on ‘THRIVE’ during dispatch training and throughout the course’.

> Conduct
> PSE E
169. One of the allegations against PSE E was that she downgraded the incident ina way
which appeared to contravene working practice.
170. In interview with the IOPC, PSE E explained how at the time of the incident, she
thought the process of the downgrade was completed in the normal way, as she was
just doing what she told to do by her coach and senior, PSE C.
However, since the incident she has received further training and she now realises
the process was not completed correctly and she should have sent it through as an
action to the team leader for them to downgrade, before they sent it back to dispatch.
171. The FCR Review indicates she did not complete it correctly.
172. However, the evidence suggests, at the time of the incident PSE E believedshe
completed the downgrade correctly in line with instructions from her coach.

> PSE C
173. One of the allegations against PSE C (as PSE E’s coach) was thathe failed to
challenge her on her process of downgrading.
174. PSE C understood the guidance to imply that the team leader does not have to
physically do the downgrade themselves, they just have to authorise it. So aslong as
they provide the authorisation, it doesn’t matter if this is verbally or not.
Therefore, he believed PSE E completed the downgrade correctly.
175. The evidence suggests, PSE C believed PSE E completed thedowngrade correctly, in
line with the guidance.
176. The FCR Review indicates the downgrade was not completed correctly.
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177. Therefore, the evidence indicates it is highly likely that the guidance is not clear, and
there is room for misinterpretation of it.

> PSE A
178. One of the allegations against PSE A was that he failed to challenge PSE E on
her process of downgrading.
179. PSE A stated he was in the middle of reviewing another incident at the time that he
could only focus on one incident at a time. He added his rationale to the CAD“as
soon as [he] was able to” afterwards. He rationalised his verbal authorisation to the
IOPC by describing how PSE C had summarised the CAD to him, that he trusted PSE
C’s assessment of the situation due to his level of experience as a coach and as an
acting team leader himself at times and so he was “fully aware of the criteria”
required.
180. The evidence suggests, PSE A believed the downgrade was completedcorrectly, in
line with the guidance.
181. The FCR Review indicates the downgrade was not completed correctly.
182. Therefore, the evidence indicates it is highly likely that the guidance is not clear, and
there is room for misinterpretation of it.

> The Area Search and use of the Shift F8 key for Resources
183. There were no police officers deployed to conduct an area search for Mr Mackell.
184. Kent Police guidance ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to commit’ underneath
‘Dispatcher actions’, states to ‘Deploy as appropriate’.
185. To deploy a patrol would have been the responsibility of PSE E as main
dispatcher, or PSE D as dispatch back-up.
186. The Shift F8 function Key was also not used during this incident.
187. The Shift F8 function key puts a resource summary onto the CAD. This provides
evidence of which patrol units are available or not and what they are committed with.
A Shift F8 is usually used to evidence on the CAD when there are no free patrols.
188. The IOPC obtained a Shift F8 audit from Kent Police in order to examine this issue.
189. Kent Police ‘22 Golden Hour Training’ states the actions to take if there are no free
patrols;
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Shift F8

•

Notify Patrol SGT (see paragraph 340)
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•

Consider borderless

190. According to Kent Police guidance ‘Incidents to be notified to Supervisors, a Shift F8
must always be carried out for a ‘potential life at risk’.
191. The FIM PS Sankey also gave the instruction for an area search at 11.26pm.

> PSE E
192. PSE E did not remember if she completed any further actions in addition to the
downgrade in relation to this incident.
193. The CAD shows she made no attempts to deploy a patrol for an area search, and
she did not complete a Shift F8.
194. PSE E explained to the IOPC, how her coach PSE C had told her they were not
deploying to it, because it was such a wide area with the Eastings andNorthings, if
they sent a patrol out they would not know where to start or who they were looking
for. They also did not have any available patrols. PSE C hadsaid to her “all we can
do is make calls”.
195. When asked by the IOPC if she had completed a Shift F8, PSE E thought shehad,
but could not really remember. She stated, “I just remember that being right at the
beginning, so I just was useless”.

> PSE C
196. As explained previously, PSE C was coaching PSE E on main dispatch. He
explained to the IOPC how the map they had been provided with, showing the
Eastings and Northings results, was not accurate enough or even enough of an
identified location, to be sent across to dispatch as a location to attend.After raising
this with the TTL, PSE C still did not understand why it had been passed to over and
went to seek advice from PSE A.

> PSE G
197. As explained in paragraph 102, PSE G simply believed he was following the ‘999 or
112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’ in updating the location on
the CAD and transferring it to dispatch.

> PSE A
198. PSE A told the IOPC, how PSE C had initially provided him thecircumstances.
Telling him “all we’ve got is the eastings and northings of the mast location…..no
name, location, description of the male”. PSE A was aware
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that a mast location “doesn’t give us a north, south, east, west…identifier, as to which
direction from that mast we look”.
199. PSE A explained, how in his experience, the caller was likely to be found within a
three kilometre radius of a mast location. Three kilometres around the location they
had been provided with would include Dunorlan Park, which containedlakes,
outbuildings and huts, but also the middle of Tunbridge Wells and residentialareas.
200. PSE A said, he “felt at the time, the quickest way would be to try and ring andengage
with the male, try and build a rapport to try and get more information as to who he
was or where he was, or sounds from the background, if he’s in open air, in a vehicle,
if there’s any music or anything to that effect”. They did not know if the male was on
foot, in a vehicle, inside a building or property or outside.
201. By the time PSE A reviewed the CAD himself, it was approximately 42 minutes
after the abandoned call was made. He explained how if the male was on the
move, there was a high possibility that he was no longer in the vicinity of the original
call mast, if the male was within an address they would also not be able tolocate
him without further information.
202. PSE A saw the comment on the CAD about the “male likely to be in DunorlanPark”
which the TTL had put on. However, he deemed this be a guess only, and he could
have easily just have been on the other side of the mast in Tunbridge Wells.
203. The IOPC questioned PSE A regarding why he thought PS Sankey had mentioned
an area search on the CAD when he himself had not. PSE A explained that it was
only PS Sankey’s’ third or fourth shift as FIM and so he was stillunderstanding the
role, and he believed PS Sankey’s comment was actually more of a suggestion than
an action to complete.

> PSE D
204. At the time of the incident, PSE D had been a dispatcher for approximately six
months.
205. She was the role of dispatch back up, having swapped with PSE B early in theshift
due to PSE B’s bad ear.
206. PSE D explained that main dispatch holds the air most of the time, reviewing the
immediate CADs, dispatching to the immediates, speaking to patrols, taking updates
and passing actions to back up to complete.
207. She said that the dispatch support role is mainly for completing actions, including
phone call and email enquiries, any research required, system checks and call backs.
She said the dispatch back up will also complete actions, but more immediate, fasttime ones, as well as supporting main dispatch and deploying resources on the radio.
208. She mentioned she was aware that PSE E struggled with the main dispatch role
and how she was still being coached at the time of the incident. She explained
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how she felt she was doing half of PSE E’s role as well as her own “I felt a lot of the
time I was sort of picking up where she was missing… so sort of dispatching to
immediates etc that she, she wasn’t doing”.
209. She was aware that PSE E had downgraded the incident, that PSE A had authorised
the downgrade and that he had said the only line of enquiry was to continue calling
the male. PSE D said she had discussed the downgrade with PSEA (verbally, across
the desk) as she wanted to clarify his reasons. She said she was in agreement that
there was nowhere identified to begin a search because all they had was the mast
location. Plus, they had no available resources.
210. She explained “at that moment in time, I didn’t feel that deploying a patrol would
benefit the situation due to the three kilometre radius that we were given, and
physically, a patrol is not going to be able to deploy to area search that large amount
of space”, without being diverted to another immediate call as that would have taken
priority.
211. PSE D picked up the action to call the male and sent it across to PSE B’s computer as
she knew she would not have time to do it herself, as she was deployingto the other
‘immediates’, which then had to take priority.
212. During the incident, PSE D was aware PSE B had attempted to contact YD40to
deploy them. She had thought YD40 were available at the time. YD40 was a call
sign for a patrol unit.
213. PSE D thought she had completed a Shift F8 during the incident, or one of her
colleagues had to evidence the fact they had no resources available.

> PSE B
214. At the time of the incident, PSE B had been a dispatcher for two and a half
years.
215. As stated previously, she was covering the role of dispatch support that shift.
216. PSE B told the IOPC, “I see why it didn’t stay an immediate call just due to the wide
proximity of the area. We’d have had to have had a lot of resources to try; he could
have been anywhere on that location”.
217. However, PSE B stated she did query the downgrade to herself at the time, mainly
due to fact that PSE E had downgraded it, she had not done anything with it herself
and PSE B had concerns about her ability as a dispatcher. She was also aware PSE
D was not only doing her job as dispatch back up, but also alot of PSE E’s work.
218. She explained how she completed the SECAMB checks as requested by the FIM.
219. PSE B explained how it was actually the role of main dispatch or dispatch back up to
be deploying resources. But, due to how busy they were and how busy the air was,
were she felt she needed to try by other means.
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220. At 11.48pm, she had attempted to deploy YD40 once, by phone. She tried them
because out of the resource list she had, YD40 was the only unit that was not shown
‘State 9’ at that time. State 9 means Prison handling, and it is not possible to divert
this type of patrol to another incident.
221. She thought they were single crewed which is why she only tried one mobile number.
She did not leave a voicemail for the officer as this is not a suitable procedure as the
officers are unable to call them back in the control room. She did not try to contact
them on the radio as the air was busy. As they did not answer her call, she presumed
they were committed, updated the CAD and had to move onto the next task as the
area was so busy. She explained that by updating the CAD she had attempted to
deploy, it would not have been interpreted by the dispatchers that she had taken
ownership of that line of enquiry, and it would have still been their responsibility to
also try and deploy over the air.
222. PSE B mentioned the Borderless policy as per the ‘22 Golden Hour Training’.
223. This was explained to the IOPC by PS Sankey, as deploying a patrol from a
neighbouring sub division (eg. Sevenoaks to Tunbridge Wells) which requires team
leader authorisation. Or deploying a patrol from a neighbouring division (eg. South
Kent to West Kent) which requires FIM authorisation.
224. PSE B believed that the Borderless policy only applied for immediate graded calls,
therefore knew it would not have been authorised in the circumstances.
225. She told the IOPC if YD40 had answered, ‘I would of (sic) deployed them, to the
closest proximity of the eastern and northing’s to assist with the area search’.
226. Figure 1 and 2 show the location they had for the eastings and northings at that time.
227. If YD40 had answered at that time or on a subsequent call, or she had managed to
locate another available patrol, the evidence suggests that is where she had planned
on deploying them to. However, call data results show Mr Mackell had stopped
phone activity at 10.47pm. PSE B’s call to YD40 was approximately one hour after
his last phone activity, so it is unknown if sending a patrol to this location at this time
or later, if this would have located Mr Mackell in time to have made a differenceto the
outcome.
228. PSE B was unable to remember if she had completed a Shift F8 or not. She saidit
was the responsibility of main, back up and support to evidence when they haven’t got
any resources to deploy. She recalled that she probably did not Shift 8, due to thefact
YD40 was not showing as ‘State 9’ at that time, therefore she did potentially havea
resource.
229. A shift F8 would have been useful for PSE B to do at the time when she could not
get hold of YD40, to evidence the fact she had no other resources available to tryfor
a HIGH graded incident. However, PSE B doing a Shift F8 is unlikely to havemade a
difference to the situation as others dealing with the CAD believed they did not have
a location to deploy to anyway.
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> PS Sankey
230. PS Sankey told the IOPC, he requested an area search as “we had a rough location
of where the person was at that time with the call being placed….an area search was
a viable, reasonable line of enquiry to try and locate a person”.
231. He said, “an area search would’ve been around Dunorlan Park in that vicinity
because that’s the information that we had where that call had particularly been
placed from at that time so the first point of contact for, for me, would’ve been to
check that location”.
232. He also explained that it was night, he imagined there would have been limited
lighting in the park and how vast it was including the woodland. He stated there were
no specific areas to search and “it would be limited in locating a person in that area,
78 acres to find one person, as you can imagine would be extremely resource
intensive to locate”.
233. PS Sankey also acknowledged that the caller “could be roving, walking around, could
be on a pedal cycle, could be in a vehicle” and that they didn’t know. However, he
said “it would’ve been a place to start a search”.
234. PS Sankey did mention at the end of his interview, that he had only ever been to
Tunbridge Wells a limited amount of times and that he knew other areas of Kent a lot
better.

> Completing the FIM’s actions
235. PSE E was not sure if she saw the 11.26pm update from the FIM, she
remembered seeing PS Sankey’s name at some point and hearing PSE B
saying she was going to “keep trying to call” the male.
236. The CAD audit showed PSE E did not view the CAD again until 5.03am the following
day. She stated she probably viewed it at this time because the shift was coming to an
end, and she wanted to check everything had been done that could be on all the
CADs left on their list. She could not remember any specifics of the CAD atthat point,
whether she identified that a patrol had not been actioned or whether she made any
patrol enquiries herself at that point.
237. The CAD and the CAD audit indicate PSE E completed no further actions.
238. The CAD audit showed PSE C did not view the CAD until 2.03am and 3.56am the
following morning 7 May 2020. He told the IOPC he did this mainly to check if the
caller had called back in, if anyone had made contact with him, or if anything
further had been done with it by support. PSE C briefly checkedthe bottom of the
CAD to look.
239. PSE C explained how he did not check back at the CAD sooner than this,and
would not have expected PSE E to do either, because as far as he was
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aware, they were waiting for more information from the caller which would identify a
better location, and then as main dispatch they would be able to deploy to it. He
stated how they would have been notified by way of a ‘transfer’ or an action if there
had been something urgent for them to do.
240. He stated that he did not remember seeing the update from the FIM, and how it was
likely due to COVID - his screen being set up in a particular way plus the fact he was
coaching. This meant he was unable to expand the ‘remarks’ box like normal, so he
could only view the last five updates on the CAD, and the FIM update must have
been prior to these.
241. He mentioned the actions requested by the FIM, contacting SECAMB and phoning
the male would be for support to do anyway, not main dispatch, so not for himself
and PSE E. This is supported by the Kent Police Role Profile descriptions.
242. The CAD audit showed PSE D viewed the CAD at 3.25am. She stated, this was just
to see if there was any updates between the ‘immediates’ she was deploying to. She
said she could see no patrol had been assigned at this time, however, due to the
amount of ‘immediates’ coming in and the unavailability of any resources, she was
unable to make any attempts to deploy.
243. PSE C told the IOPC, as main dispatch, if there was something furtherrequired
of you, you would be alerted to this by way of a transfer (an action) requesting
something specific.
244. The CAD audit showed PSE B viewed the CAD at 2.38am and 2.56am. She was
unable to remember what she viewed the CAD for at these times, until she was
reminded by the IOPC that she had sent a text message to the male at 2.41am. She
explained she likely viewed the CAD to send the message. She was unable to
remember if she had seen whether a patrol had been actioned or not when she
viewed the CAD at these times.

> The F8 audit
245. The following terms apply:
•

State one = available, on duty

•

State two = available, resuming patrol

•

State seven = committed but deployable

246. The IOPC were told by FCR Learning and Development, if a patrol is state seven,
normally it would only be an immediate that they would be deployed to.
247. The patrol sergeant can be deployed, but are only usually used if immediate calls are
outstanding and there is no other available patrols as they need to maintain oversight
of the incidents on the area as a whole and their resources.
248. Where resources were shown ‘available’, it may not have actually been the exact
case i.e. they may not have been booked off-duty or they may not have updated
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away from the YB/YD District. Also, there are many different types of patrols, this
includes sergeants and inspectors, but also Marine units, Dog units, Non Emergency units, Police Community Support Officers (PCSO), Crime Scene
Investigators (CSI), Community Safety Units (CSU) and Special Constables (SC).
Therefore, even when patrols are shown available, they may not be the most
appropriate unit to deal with the situation as may not necessarily possess the right
skills and experience to deal with the incident.
249. At 10.23pm, when they had produced the map of the caller’s location:
•

Tunbridge Wells (YD) showed two patrol sergeants state one and
approximately seven patrols, state two.

•

Tonbridge (YB) showed four state one (this included an inspector and a
sergeant) and approximately four, state two. There were also four state seven.

250. At 10.48pm, after dispatch was notified:
•

YD showed one patrol sergeant state one and approximately three patrols
were state two.

•

YB showed approximately four state one (including a sergeant and an
inspector), three state two, and four state 7.

251. At 11.27pm, after the FIM’s request for an area search:
•

YD showed one patrol sergeant state one and approximately five patrols were
state two.

•

YB had two shown state one, six shown state two and two shown state seven.

252. At 11.48pm, when PSE B had attempted to deploy YD40:
•

YD showed one patrol sergeant state one, five patrols state two and one state
seven.

•

YB showed one patrol state one, five patrols at state two and three at state
seven.

253. The F8 audit at 11.48pm, does not mention YD40. However, this may have been the
unit at state seven ‘committed but deployable’, it is unknown.
254. The F8 audit results show, had a deployment been attempted at any of the above
times, it appears from between YD and YB, it is more than likely they would have had
at least one patrol available to be deployed to an immediate graded call (this includes
the patrol sergeant at certain times). It is possible they would have had a patrol
available for a ‘High’, but difficult to be certain due to the different types of patrols
which were at their disposal.
255. Certainly, the evidence from PSE B, suggests she believed she only had YD 40
available to try at that point in time.

> Borderless
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256. During the interviews, various people mentioned the ‘Borderless’ policy. PSE E,
PSE B and PS Sankey all stated this applied to “immediate” gradedcalls only.
257. Kent Police Borderless guidance specifically refers to ‘immediate’ graded calls.
258. However, PSE A explained that just because a call is graded “High” (and not
“immediate”), it doesn’t necessarily mean that they would not try to move a patrol
from another area to attend. He explained how there is room for manoeuvre, and
they could potentially divert a patrol from an “immediate” to a “high”, if they put in a
borderless request for the “immediate”.
259. The evidence suggests that if PSE A is correct and there is some room for manoeuvre
around the Borderless process, that message needs to be communicatedout to the
FCR. Or the process re clarified.

> Conduct
260. This section of the report will attempt to outline the evidence to assist the decision
maker. As all the evidence has been analysed in detail above, this section will seek
to provide a summary only.

> PSE E
261. One of the allegations made against PSE E, was that she failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or use the Shift F8 key failing to follow force guidance.
262. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
263. The guidance states it is a dispatcher action to deploy a patrol, and a Shift F8 must
always be performed for a ‘life at risk’ incident to evidence a lack of resources.
264. PSE E was main dispatch.
265. The evidence from PSE E, suggests she was told they were not going to deploy by
PSE C. She was also only doing what she was instructed to doby him, and nothing
further. This is deemed likely to be the reason why she did not make resourcing
enquiries or perform a Shift F8.
266. Another of the allegations against PSE E, was that she viewed the CAD after the
update from the FIM instructing an area search, and still failed to make any patrol
enquiries. Indicating she failed to follow instructions given by a more senior member
of staff.
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267. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Orders and Instructions states that
officers must follow lawful orders, recognising that any decision not to follow an order
needs to be objectively and fully justified. The decision maker should consider
whether this standard has been breached.
268. The evidence shows PSE E viewed the CAD at 5.03am. PSE E is unsure if she
saw the update from the FIM at this time, and even if she did the evidence
suggests she would have either been waiting for a ‘transfer’ to actionsomething
or an instruction from PSE C.
269. Therefore, it is deemed unlikely PSE E deliberately ignored the instructionsfrom
PS Sankey.

> PSE D
270. One of the allegations made against PSE D, was that she failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or use the F8 key failing to follow force guidance.
271. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
272. The guidance states it was a dispatcher action to deploy a patrol, and a Shift F8 must
always be completed for a ‘life at risk’ incident to evidence a lack of resources.
273. PSE D was dispatch back-up.
274. The evidence by PSE D suggests she agreed with the opinion of PSE A inthat there
was not a viable location to deploy to, therefore it is highly likely this is the reason
why she made no resourcing enquiries.
275. PSE D thought she had performed a Shift F8 during the incident, or that one of her
colleagues had.
276. Another of the allegations against PSE D, was that she viewed the CAD after the
update from the FIM instructing an area search, and still failed to make any patrol
enquiries. Indicating she failed to follow instructions given by a more senior member
of staff.
277. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Orders and Instructions states that
officers must follow lawful orders, recognising that any decision not to follow an order
needs to be objectively and fully justified. The decision maker should consider
whether this standard has been breached.
278. The evidence shows PSE D viewed the CAD at 3.25am. However, the evidence
suggests she was very busy at this time (covering PSE E in the main dispatchrole,
deploying to other immediate grade calls on the incident list. Therefore, it is
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deemed possible that she did not ignore the instructions from PS Sankey, she just
didn’t have the capacity to make any resourcing enquiries at that time.

> PSE B
279. One of the allegations made against PSE B, was that she failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or use the F8 key failing to follow force guidance.
280. Another of the allegations was that she failed to complete an adequate attempt to
deploy any resources, by only trying to contact YD40 once.
281. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
282. The guidance indicates it was primarily the role of dispatch main or back-up to be
deploying. However, dispatch support could do this also via the telephone. A Shift F8
must always be completed for a ‘life at risk’ incident to evidence a lack of resources.
283. PSE B was dispatch support.
284. The evidence shows PSE B did make an attempt to deploy a patrol via the
telephone, but they did not respond, she was unable to leave a voicemail, and this
was the only unit she could see potentially available. The evidence from PSE B
suggests due to how busy the area was she then had to move onto the next incident.
285. There is not anything present in guidance which stipulates how many times a
dispatcher should re-contact a patrol.
286. PSE B did not think a Shift F8 was necessary for her to perform at the time dueto
the fact she could see YD40 was potentially available.

> PSE A
287. One of the allegations made against PSE A, was that he failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or use the F8 key failing to follow force guidance.
288. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
289. The guidance indicates it was primarily the role of dispatch main or back-up to be
deploying. However, in his position as a dispatching supervisor / team leader it was
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his responsibility to oversee that patrols were deployed when required. The guidance
states a Shift F8 must always be completed by the dispatcher for a ‘life at risk’
incident to evidence a lack of resources. So it follows this would be something the
supervisor would also need to be aware of.
290. The evidence indicates PSE A did not believe the mapping results indicated a defined
enough location to send a patrol and begin an area search.
291. Therefore, as PSE A believed no area search was viable at that time, it ishighly
likely he would not have believed resource or deployment enquiries were
necessary. If deemed no deployment was possible at that time, it could also be
determined that it was not necessary for dispatch to perform a Shift F8 either.

> PSE C
292. One of the allegations against PSE C was that he viewed the CAD after theupdate
from the FIM instructing an area search, and he failed to make any patrol enquiries
or request PSE E (who he was coaching) make any. This indicated he also failed to
follow instructions given by a more senior member of staff.
293. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Orders and Instructions states that
officers must follow lawful orders, recognising that any decision not to follow an order
needs to be objectively and fully justified. The decision maker should consider
whether this standard has been breached.
294. The guidance indicates it was primarily the role of dispatch main or back-up to be
deploying. The guidance states a Shift F8 must always be completed by the
dispatcher for a ‘life at risk’ incident to evidence a lack of resources.
295. PSE C was coaching PSE E on main dispatch.
296. The evidence indicates PSE C did not believe the mapping results indicated a
defined enough location to send a patrol and begin an area search.
297. Therefore, as PSE C believed no area search was viable at that time, it ishighly
likely he would not have believed resource or deployment enquiries were
necessary. If deemed no deployment was possible at that time, it could also be
determined that it was not necessary for dispatch to perform a Shift F8 either.
298. Due to these matters, it is highly unlikely PSE C would have felt itnecessary
to instruct PSE E to do either of these things.
299. The evidence also suggests PSE C did not see the actions requested by the FIM due
to the COVID restrictions and the way his screen was set up. There is no evidence to
indicate that he deliberately ignored the instructions from PS Sankey.
Further summary of this issue
•
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•

The call data shows the last confirmed sign of life of Mr Mackell was at
10.47pm. Therefore, even if someone had managed to action the FIM’s
request for an area search, this was approximately 21 minutes after this time,
so it is unknown if a patrol had been deployed and an area search initiated at
this time would have made any difference to the outcome.

•

If PSE D had had a patrol available to deploy when she when checked back
on the CAD at 3.25am, it is unknown where she would have deployed them to.
Also again, this would have been nearly five hours after Mr Mackells’ last
confirmed sign of life.

•

The evidence suggests because dispatch believed they had no defined area
to send a patrol to, it is highly likely logging the status of the resources / doing
a Shift F8 would have seemed necessary for them to complete. And, also
therefore, unlikely to have made a difference in the circumstances.

•

The evidence suggests, at the significant times, it is more than likely there was
an available patrol to deploy to an ‘immediate’ call, but to a high, it cannot be
established as there are too many unknown variables.

•

The Borderless policy was considered by various people at the time of the
incident, but not believed to be option due to the call grading.

> Notifying the Duty Inspector
300. During this incident, the CAD and the CAD audit evidence the fact the Duty Inspector
was not notified by anyone.
301. Kent Police Guidance ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to commit’ states underneath
‘Dispatcher actions’ – ‘Inform Duty Inspector’.
302. Kent Police Learning and Development confirm that the Inspector would be
personally contacted via phone or airwaves.
303. PSE E, as main dispatcher, this would have been one of her responsibilitieswhen
she accepted the CAD at 10.48pm.
304. As dispatch back-up, PSE D could have also have completed this action.

> PSE E
305. PSE E did not remember if she completed any further actions in addition to the
downgrade in relation to this incident.
306. She told the IOPC, that because she knew PSE C, PSE A and thecall taker had all
viewed it and believed they were treating it as abandoned 9s and because PSE C had
instructed her to downgrade and she had not been told to do anything further with it,
she probably did not think that notifying the inspector was necessary.
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307. At the time of the interview, PSE E was aware that had she been treating the
incident as a suicide threat and following the relevant guidance, it was her
responsibility to notify the duty inspector.

> PSE C
308. PSE C, when asked in interview, was initially confused as to why the dutyinspector
should have been informed. He was reminded it was on the ‘Suicide’ guidance as
a dispatcher action.
309. He told the IOPC, because the CAD was marked up as Abandoned 9s, he had “not
really looked at it”. He said how he was very much concentrating on PSE E and
trying to get her skills up to speed.
310. PSE C accepted, as PSE E’s coach, he should have confirmed she had completed this
action. He explained how at the time though, he probably thought,because they had
nothing to go on, what actually were they going to tell the inspector.
311. He also said that because the FIM was aware, “he’s an inspector”, so he felt that
anything a duty inspector would know, the FIM also would.

> PSE D
312. The CAD and the CAD audit show that PSE D did not notify the duty inspector.
313. She told the IOPC, notifying the duty inspector, would have been the responsibility of
the main dispatcher. She explained “just because they have the majority of the air”.
314. The ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to commit’ shows it is dispatcher action. It does
not clarify whether it is a dispatch main or dispatch back-up role.

> PSE A
315. PSE A explained how it is a dispatcher action to notify the duty inspector. He
described it as “a standard procedure” that would be unusual to have to remind a
dispatcher to do. This is in line with the guidance.
316. He stated on review of the incident, he believed the action was not taken because the
intention was to ring the male and engage further.

> PS Sankey
317. PS Sankey told the IOPC, that it is an action for the dispatcher to ensure the duty
inspector for the relevant area has been informed. He said how at the time, he could
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see on the CAD they were not mentioned when he viewed it, however, this was early
on in the incident, so it could have been completed later.
318. PS Sankey explained, although it is not documented as a mandatory action for a FIM
to confirm whether the duty inspector has been notified, if it was felt necessary in the
circumstances due to the threat, risk and harm, he would request this was completed.
319. PS Sankey did not request a duty inspector was informed of the incident. It is
therefore deemed likely he did not believe it was necessary in the circumstances.
320. He told the IOPC, how it was not up to him to ensure dispatcher actions were
completed. Dispatchers have both team leaders and team managers present, not
sitting far away, who are able to provide them advice and guidance and do crosschecking if deemed necessary.

> The Duty Inspector role
321. Where a duty inspector is not notified by dispatch, they are still able to identify an
incident from the list and select it to review if they choose to.
322. The incidents are colour-coded, to show their priority level, immediate is red, high is
green.
323. In this incident, as the duty inspector was not notified, for them to be proactive in
identifying the incident from the list, when the CAD was marked up as an ‘abandoned
9s’ (not ‘Suicide’) and graded ‘high’ / colour green, the evidence suggests it is highly
unlikely it would have been prioritised by them to look at on a busy shift.
324. If the duty inspector had been informed / was aware of the incident, they may have
had more knowledge around the communications data aspect and requested further
assistance from the CIU (see paragraph 436).
325. The FCR Review explained how if notified, an inspector would have provided more
ownership of the incident and possibly set further actions to be completed. However,
it is unknown what actions and decisions would have been made around this in the
circumstances.

> Conduct
326. This section of the report will attempt to outline the evidence to assist the decision
maker. As all the evidence has been analysed in detail above, this section will seek
to provide a summary only.

> PSE E
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327. One of the allegations against PSE E was that she failed to assess the caller as a
suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police PAGES ‘suicide’ guidance. This meant
the duty inspector was not informed.
328. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
329. The guidance shows it was the responsibility of dispatch to notify the duty inspector.
Therefore, either the responsibility of PSE E or PSE D.
330. PSE E was only doing what she was instructed to do by PSE C, andnothing further.
At the time of the IOPC interview, she accepted this was her responsibility to do.
331. PSE C was aware of PSE E’s need for help and guidance in the role.
332. The evidence suggests although PSE C told the IOPC he was treating theincident
as a suicide risk, threat to life, he wasn’t following the relevant guidance toinstruct
PSE E to notify the duty inspector or ensure she had done so.

> PSE A
333. One of the allegations against PSE A was that he failed to assess the caller as a
suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police PAGES ‘Suicide’ guidance, which
meant the duty inspector was not informed.
334. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
335. The evidence suggests, for a suicide risk notifying the duty inspector is a standard
procedure for a dispatcher to do, and it would not be the responsibility of the
supervisors to ensure this was completed.

> PS Sankey
336. One of the allegations against PS Sankey was that he failed to assess the caller as a
suicide risk and so failed to follow Kent Police PAGES ‘Suicide’ guidance, which
meant the duty inspector was not informed.
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337. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
338. The evidence suggests, for a suicide risk, notifying the duty inspector is a standard
procedure for the dispatcher to do, and it would not be the responsibility of the
supervisors to ensure this was completed.
Further summary of the issue
•

PSE D could have also notified the duty inspector. However, the evidence
indicates she believed she could only do this over the air (radio), and the air
was too busy.

•

The evidence suggests it is unlikely the duty inspector would have reviewed
the CAD on their own accord due to how it was marked up, and it being a
busy shift.

•

The evidence suggests, the earliest the duty inspector could have been
informed is 10.48pm when PSE E accepted the CAD. 10.47pm was Mr
Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is unknown what difference
to the outcome informing the duty inspector would have made.

> PSE D
339. PSE D provided a reason for not contacting the duty inspector due to the air beingtoo
busy. IOPC enquiries have shown this could also have been achieved via the
phone. Therefore, PSE D could benefit from being reminded of this fact.

> Notifying the Patrol Sergeant
340. The CAD and the CAD audit evidence the fact that during this incident, the patrol
sergeant was not notified by anyone.
341. Kent Police Guidance ‘Incidents to be notified to Supervisors’ states ‘the dispatcher
must advise the Patrol Sgt of the following incidents and record the name of the
supervisor informed’ – ‘any incident where there is potential life at risk’.
342. The patrol sergeant would be personally contacted via phone or airwaves.
343. As main dispatcher, this would have been one of PC E’s responsibilities whenshe
accepted the CAD at 10.48pm.
344. As dispatch back-up, PSE D could have also have completed this action.
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> PSE E
345. PSE E did not remember if she completed any further actions in addition to the
downgrade in relation to this incident.
346. She told the IOPC, “oh I don’t remember…. I just kind of did as I was told”.
347. At the time of the interview, she was aware it was the responsibility of main dispatch
to notify the patrol sergeant. But at the time of the incident she recalled, “no I don’t
think I knew that”.
348. PSE E was asked if she was aware of the ‘Incidents to be notified to Supervisors’
guidance. She explained that she had probably been told about it butwas unlikely
to have digested it. She said, “I still was at that stage where I neededprompting to
do things because I would forget”.
349. She also said, ”you don’t have to make the sergeant aware with it just being an
abandoned 9s as a high graded call, which is what I was under the impression it was
because obviously I had numerous peers tell me that that’s what it was, more
experienced peers”.

> PSE C
350. PSE C told the IOPC, it would be the responsibility of either main dispatch or the
team leader to notify the patrol sergeant. When he was shown the guidance stated
‘dispatcher’ only, he agreed it was primarily a dispatcher role, but explained in his
experience that the team leader was normally in communication with the sergeant
also, so likely to make them aware.
351. In the case of this incident he recalled “it was a matter of we’re waiting for a lot more
information before we can actually deal with it……or could have been the fact that I’m
coaching PSE E and…..we’ve gone off that onto something else”. He also
mentioned the fact the call type was ‘abandoned 9’s’, “you don’t tell the sergeant
about every 9s abandoned call. You tell them about suicide risks and at the time the
call type wasn’t that, although we were treating it as one”.
352. He agreed that it was PSE E’s responsibility to have notified the patrol
sergeant, and he, as her coach, should have confirmed she had done so.

> PSE D
353. PSE D told the IOPC she understood this was a dispatcher responsibility. But that
she was too busy ‘on the air’ as she was “having to pick up PSE E’s shortfall” to
complete this action also.
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> PSE B
354. PSE B explained in her interview, to notify the patrol sergeant, is a dispatch mainor
dispatch back-up role, it is not a support responsibility as she was. PSE B explained
how she was concentrating on the actions which had been requested by the FIM.

> PSE A
355. PSE A explained that it is the responsibility of the dispatcher to do “whilst they’re in
direct contact on the air”. He described it as a “standard procedure” and a“fairly
basic” thing to do.
356. He mentioned how in this incident, he did think the patrol sergeant should have been
notified and was “surprised” when he later found out they had not been.
357. PSE A stated that he was aware of the “development issues” that were goingon
regarding PSE E and it had “disrupted how the process should run”. He explained
“PSE D and PSE B were then picking up where actions remained outstandingor
things hadn’t been done”.
358. He agreed that it was “technically” PSE C’s responsibility as a coach toensure
she had notified them, but that due to the development issues, there were
“constant reminders” of the same thing, so he was unable to comment what had
happened in the circumstances.

> The Patrol Sergeant role
359. Where a patrol sergeant is not notified by dispatch, they are still able to identify an
incident from the list and select it to review if they choose to.
360. The incidents are colour coded, to show their priority level, ‘immediate’ is red, ‘high’ is
green.
361. In this incident, as the patrol sergeant was not notified, for them to be proactive in
identifying the incident from the list, when the CAD was marked up as an ‘abandoned
9’s’ (not ‘Suicide’) and graded ‘high’ / colour green, the evidence suggests it is highly
unlikely it would have been be prioritised by them to look at on a busy shift.
362. If the patrol sergeant had been made aware of the incident, they may have had local
knowledge of the area / the park, been aware of known suicide locations in the area
which could have been attended as priority, if there had been available patrols.
363. It was late at night, during the lockdown, there was not likely to have been a lot of
people walking around outside. It is possible the patrol sergeant might have already
had patrols in and / or around the Dunorlan Park area that he could have made
aware of the situation. However, they had no evidence the male was even outside,
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he could just as likely have been indoors. They did not know who the male was or
how he planned to end his life. They also did not know if he was on the move, on foot
or in a car and no longer even in the area. Therefore, it is unknown what the actions
and decisions would have been in the circumstances.

> Conduct
364. This section of the report will attempt to outline the evidence to assist the decision
maker. As all the evidence has been analysed in detail above, this section will seek
to provide a summary only.

> PSE E
365. One of the allegations against PSE E was that she failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per Kent Police PAGES
‘incidents to be notified to supervisors’ guidance.
366. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
367. The guidance showed it was the responsibility of dispatch to notify the patrol
sergeant for any incident where there was ‘potential life at risk’. Therefore, either
theresponsibility of PSE E or PSE D.
368. The evidence suggests PSE E was only doing what she was instructed to do by PSE
C, and nothing further. PSE C had not instructed her to notify the patrol sergeant.
369. At the time of the IOPC interview, she accepted this was her responsibility to do.

> PSE D
370. One of the allegations against PSE D was that she failed to make any resourcing
enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per Kent Police PAGES ‘incidents to be
notified to supervisors’ guidance.
371. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
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372. The guidance showed it was the responsibility of dispatch to notify the patrol
sergeant for any incident where there was ‘potential life at risk’. Therefore, either
theresponsibility of PSE E or PSE D.
373. PSE D was aware this was her responsibility. However, the evidence suggests she
was busy completing the responsibilities of main dispatch also due to the training
issues PSE E was having.

> PSE B
374. One of the allegations against PSE B was that she failed to make any resourcing
enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per Kent Police PAGES ‘incidents to be
notified to supervisors’ guidance.
375. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
376. The evidence suggests, for any incident where there is ‘potential life at risk’, notifying
the patrol sergeant is a standard procedure for the dispatcher to do, and it would not
be the responsibility for dispatch support to do, or to chase if it had been done.

> PSE A
377. One of the allegations against PSE A was that he failed to make any
resourcing enquiries or notify the patrol sergeant as per Kent Police PAGES
‘incidents to be notified to supervisors’ guidance.
378. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
379. The evidence suggests, for any incident where there was ‘potential life at risk’,
notifying the patrol sergeant was a standard procedure for the dispatcher to do, and it
would not have been the responsibility of the supervisors to ensure this was
completed.

> PSE C
380. The Notice of Investigation served to PSE C did not specifically mentionnotifying
the patrol sergeant. However, it is related to conducting patrol enquiries
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which was present on the notice. The allegation being that he did not make any patrol
enquiries or request PSE E (who he was coaching) make patrol enquiries.
381. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
382. The guidance showed it was the responsibility of dispatch to notify the patrol
sergeant for any incident where there was ‘potential life at risk’. Therefore, either the
responsibility of PSE E or PSE D.
383. The evidence suggests, PSE E was only doing what she was instructed to doby
PSE C, and nothing further. PSE C had not instructed her to notify the patrol
sergeant.
384. The evidence suggests, PSE C was aware of PSE E’s need for helpand guidance
in the role.
385. PSE C agreed that it was PSE E’s responsibility to have notified thepatrol sergeant,
and he, as her coach, should have confirmed she had done so.
386. The evidence suggests, even though PSE C told the IOPC he was treatingthe
incident as a suicide risk (whilst marked up as abandoned 9’s), he either did not
identify the ‘potential life at risk’ and follow the relevant guidance or see the necessity
to notify the patrol sergeant in the situation.
387. However, PSE C’s account suggests he believed they had done everythingrelevant
and necessary in the situation, as he believed no one could progress the incident
further until they had received more information.
Further summary of this issue
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•

The evidence suggests it is unlikely the patrol sergeant would have reviewed
the CAD on their own accord due to how it was marked up, and it being a
busy shift.

•

The evidence suggests, the earliest the patrol sergeant could have been
informed is 10.48pm when PSE E accepted the CAD. Whether it was
‘immediate’ or ‘high’ at that stage it may have been irrelevant, it is possible the
patrol sergeant might have identified the suicide threat, had local knowledge
of the area and known suicide spots, ignored the wide parameters of the area
search from the mapping results, managed to find an available patrol, and
deployed out to Dunorlan Park to initiate a search. However, all of this is of
course, unknown.

•

10.47pm was Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life.

•

Therefore, if the patrol sergeant had been made aware at 10.48pm, and had
actioned anyone to do anything, this was already after Mr Mackell’s last
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confirmed sign of life, so it is unknown if it would have made any difference to
the outcome.

> The FIM role – PS Sankey
388. At 11.26pm, PS Sankey requested an area search and for SECAMB to be contacted.
389. The CAD shows PS Sankey removed the ‘FIM tag’ after this update. The Kent Police
FCR Review raised this as an issue.
390. When an incident has been ‘FIM tagged’, it sits within the FIM filter list awaiting FIM
review.
391. Kent Police told the IOPC, there was no specific training material or guidance around
the use of the ‘FIM tag’. However, they noted the following points:
•

There are a number of incidents that auto tag, such as firearms incidents,
concern no contacts, certain keywords such as kidnap that are also tagged by
the system.

•

Any CAD that staff want the FIM to be aware of, should be transferred to them
through the CAD, but at times the CAD is tagged only and so is picked up off
the list from there.

•

FIM’s usually keep hold of a CAD (i.e. keep the tag on) to monitor and action
the CAD. Further, usually, it is de-tagged when the risk is deemed lowered, or
when someone else (either sergeant or more usually inspector) on division
has accepted command.

•

Each CAD is assessed on its own merits and the tag kept on, or removed,
based on the FIM’s individual assessment.

> PS Sankey
279. PS Sankey told the IOPC, he completed checks which he thought were “considered
obligatory”. This included authorising the subscribers check for a threat to life, an
action for someone to contact SECAMB, and for an area search to be completed.
280. At the time he believed from the updates on the CAD, that the CIU were in
consultation and that they “should be supplying all the information that we require
to…assess the information properly to identify a person”.
392. PS Sankey explained how as a FIM they have to make an assessment on the
information provided on the CAD at that given time, so in a “split second” they can
delete the CAD from their list and not have to monitor it anymore.
393. He said “we have to make a decision when we’re going to delete the tag…. but
always place a caveat on there should anything need to be raised to my attention” or
the attention of another FIM “then it will be so we can further assess the threat, risk
and harm at that time”.
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394. He said, if the CAD had come back for “further work or assessment or review
required, then of course, one of us would have looked at it and dealt with the
necessary”.
395. PS Sankey described how if he had retained the CAD in his list (the FIM filter list)
until a patrol had been dispatched, irrespective of the call-type, “we wouldn’t be able
to see the risk through the trees”. He said it would not have been “appropriate” to wait
until patrols were dispatched before removing it off the FIM list.
396. To indicate just how busy he was during that shift, PS Sankey showed the IOPC
evidence that between the hours of 7.33pm on 6 May and 2.40am on 7 May, he had
reviewed a total of 37 different CAD’s, at least once.
397. PS Sankey explained the circumstances in which he would leave the ‘FIM tag’ on. He
said, “When it’s identified threat, risk and harm and we have a particular update
required, so for example, if we had an identified a high risk missing person and they
needed support for an area for NPAS to be considered or anything”.
398. He said the ‘FIM tag’ would also be left on “to make sure the duty inspectors aware…
until it’s adopted that they have taken command”.
399. PS Sankey was not aware if anyone else had accepted command of this incident
when he removed the ‘FIM tag’. However, he mentioned a number of times, about it
being a mandatory action for the dispatcher to confirm this by notifying the duty
inspector.
400. He stated how there was a lot of people, team leaders, team managers who should
have been “cross-checking” peoples actions, and it was not just the responsibility of
the FIM.
401. The CAD audit showed that PS Sankey did not view the CAD again after his 11.26pm
update.
402. PS Sankey explained his reasons for this. He said “we have to make an
assessment… I put my actions on there, any further information send it back to me,
so I would like to think, and I trust that staff are empowered here to make decisions”.
403. He explained as long as the staff are aware you are there if they need you to “review
any fresh information or intelligence, to assess threat, risk and harm at that time”,
updating the CAD as he did, was a standard procedure.
404. The CAD also showed that after PS Sankey’s update, he did not ‘transfer’ the action
to dispatch. PSE D instead picked it up and sent it to dispatch herself. PSE C
explained how a CAD is transferred if you want someone to view it or do something
specific with it. If it is not transferred, potentially information is going to getoverlooked
as no one has been notified to view it.
405. Therefore, it is possible had PSE D not performed the transfer of the CAD, the update
from PS Sankey might have not been noticed for some time, if at all. This could have
meant the actions he requested were not seen / and or completed late, ornot at all.
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406. PS Sankey told the IOPC, “The CAD was not transferred at the time of myself
concluding my update as the cad was actively being worked on by a number of
persons identified by the cad”. At the time of writing this report, he stated he was
aware of the correct process of transferring CAD’s.
407. The IOPC were informed by FCR Learning and Development, that if the ‘FIM tag’ had
not been removed by PS Sankey, the incident would have remained in the FIM tag
filter list. Therefore, there is a possibility one of the other two FIM’s would have
looked at the incident after PS Sankey.
408. The IOPC were told by Kent Police, that this incident and various others, had
highlighted a need for further support and supervision of trainee FIM’s. Kent Police
sent emails out on 12 May 2020 to FIM mentors and trainee FIM’s around
supervising, reviewing actions and decisions, and removal of the FIM tag.

> Conduct
409. This section of the report will attempt to outline the evidence to assist the decision
maker. As all the evidence has been analysed in detail above, this section will seek
to provide a summary only.

> PS Sankey
410. One of the allegations against PS Sankey was that he provided an inadequate level
of supervision over the incident to ensure actions were completed, by removing the
‘FIM tag’.
411. The Standard of Professional Behaviour for Duties and Responsibilities states that
officers must carry out their duties and obligations to the best of their ability; take full
responsibility for, and be prepared to explain and justify, their actions and decisions;
use all information, training, equipment and management support they are provided
with to keep themselves up to date on their role and responsibilities. The decision
maker should consider whether this standard has been breached.
412. Kent Police told the IOPC, there was no specific training material or guidance around
the use of the ‘FIM tag’.
413. PS Sankey was still being mentored in the FIM role and had only worked a total of 12
shifts in the FCR.
414. The evidence suggests PS Sankey removed the ‘FIM tag’ / the CAD from the FIM
filter list as he believed at the time, he had set the relevant actions, given an
instruction to be re-contacted if necessary, and did not identify a level of threat, risk
and harm which required the CAD to be monitored continuously by a FIM.
415. The evidence suggests even though he had removed the ‘FIM tag’, PS Sankey
believed all relevant and necessary enquiries were ongoing by other people and he /
another FIM would be notified if there was any further advice required.
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416. The IOPC have been made aware, since this incident Kent Police have implemented
further guidance around the mentoring of FIM’s. This suggests at the time of the
incident, it has been identified that the processes in place required for these
circumstances were not deemed to be sufficient.
Further summary of the issue
•

The evidence suggests PS Sankey believed enquiries were ongoing with the
CIU and they were doing all which was relevant and necessary.

•

If the ‘FIM tag’ had not been removed, it is possible one of the other two FIM’s
would have viewed the CAD.

•

Even if one of the other two FIM’s (or both) had gone on the view the CAD, it
is possible they would have seen PS Sankey’s update and therefore decided
their review or input to the situation would not be necessary.

•

Also, if another FIM was looking at the incident after PS Sankey, this would
have been after 11.26pm, which was after Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of
life so it is unknown if this would have made any difference to the outcome.

•

The evidence shows PS Sankey did not transfer the CAD to dispatch himself
after his update, but he believed this was not necessary due to the other
individuals he could see working on it. It is possible, if the CAD was not looked
at again by dispatch because of this, it would not have made a difference to
the outcome as all the enquiries completed after this were negative and it was
also after Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life.

> The Text Message sent to Mr Mackell’s phone
417. At 2.41am, PSE B sent a concern text message to the number, asking for
contact to be made to Kent Police.
418. The review completed by Kent Police FCR Learning and Development, concluded
that even though a text message was sent to Mr Mackell’s phone, it could have been
sent much earlier.
419. PSE C confirmed that the sending of a text message would be the
responsibility of dispatch support.

> PSE B
420. PSE B (dispatch support) told the IOPC, she sent the message because theyhad
received no contact from the male and could see on the CAD that no one elsehad
done this so far.
421. The IOPC reviewed the PAGES guidance around this matter.
422. On the ‘999 or 112 Call - Abandoned or Silent - Initial Actions’ flowchart, there are
two routes which end with sending ‘Abandoned 999’ text message, but, if the caller
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has answered on ringing them back, and it has been determined it is a ‘genuine call’
it states to ‘transfer to dispatch’. Also, after calling back, if it has been a good
telephone line, and a possible address is identified again it states to ‘transfer to
dispatch’. Neither of these routes take you to sending the text message.
423. On the ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to Commit’ Guidance, there is no mention of
sending a text message as an action for either the call taker or the dispatcher.
424. Therefore, at the time of the incident it appears there was not anything written in
guidance to say it was necessary to do in the circumstances.
425. However, since this incident Kent Police have introduced a ‘Suicide Risk text
message’.
The text is:‘[Insert name if known] Talking things through can help. Free Phone 116 123.
Alternatively text SHOUT to 85258 or phone 0800 107 0160. We can all listen
The numbers are respectively:
The Samaritans
The ‘Give Us A shout’ mental health charity
The Mental health matters charity
All are 24/7’
426. The ‘Suicide Risk’ text was created on 20 May 2020 and briefed out to the FCR on 22
May 2020 and again on 29 May 2020. The briefing slide included the following:
•

‘Suicide, there has been a noticeable increase in the number of suicides in the
county.’

•

‘A new FCSMS message has been created – Suicide Risk. This message
should be sent to anyone threatening suicide who we are not engaging with.
The message signposts the person to the Samaritans and/or mental health
charities.’

427. The ‘Suicide Risk question set’ has been updated to make reference to this new text.
The question set is an automated set of questions which shows to the call-taker,
when the ‘Suicide Risk’ call-type is selected.
428. In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
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•

The evidence suggests, sending a text message to a caller is a dispatch
support action.

•

At the time of the incident there appeared to be no specific guidance which
would have been relevant in the circumstances to sending a text message.

•

The evidence indicates, PSE B performed this action because she
believed it was relevant and necessary to do.

•

The IOPC have been provided with information that since this incident there
has been a new process implemented for suicide risk test messages. This
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suggests at the time of the incident, it has been identified by Kent Police that
the processes in place required for these circumstances were not deemed to
be sufficient.

> West Kent Dispatch
429. Many of the officers and staff involved in this incident, commented on the fact of how
busy the shift was.
430. The FCR Review, stated between 10.45pm on 6 May 2020 and 5.00am on 7 May
2020, West Kent dispatch had transferred to them for attention or attendance the
following incidents;
•

14 Immediates;

•

16 Highs;

•

9 Tasks.

431. The figures above, are in addition to an unknown amount of other CAD’s already on
their open list.
432. The IOPC requested an audit from Kent Police to identify how many CAD’s West
Kent dispatch normally have transferred to them for attention or attendance, for
approximately the same time period on average, on another Wednesday night
around the same time of year (when there is the same level of staffing /resourcing in
the FCR).
433. The IOPC were told that from the four weeks post this incident, the average amount
per shift were as follows:
•

11 Immediates;

•

7 Highs;

•

6 Tasks;

•

1 appointment.

434. The figures above suggest that during this incident, the shift was indeed busier than
average with new immediate and high graded CAD’s being transferred to dispatch,
than on the same time period for the four Wednesdays post the incident.
435. This evidence does indicate it is highly likely for the staff involved, it could have been
deemed a busier than normal shift.

> CIU Checks
436. The CIU are able to obtain a vast amount of information linked to a phone number,
known as communications data. This can produce various lines of enquiry to aid an
investigation.
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437. The IOPC made enquiries with the CIU around the acquisition of communications
data. A Communications Data and Digital Media Investigation Supervisor stated that
the CIU deal with the acquisition of communications data inaccordance with the
Investigatory Powers Act (IPA) 2016. This includes producingincoming and
outgoing call data and live traces.
438. Incoming and Outgoing Call Data is a record displaying all voice calls (including calls
forwarded to voicemail), text messages (SMS) and picture/media messages (MMS)
made and received by a telephone number. These are recorded regardless of
whether they were answered or not. Cell site data obtained in relation to this data
identifies the cells being used by the phone to connect to the network. In some
cities/towns these could be very close by, rurally they could be kilometres away, it is
all dependent upon area, signal, population etc. If the cell closest to you has reached
capacity your phone may use one further away.
439. Live trace provides the location of the cell site being used. In a grade one / threat to
life situation you are updated each time a call/text is made/received. The phone
provider (e.g. O2) provide the cell location, azimuth (direction) and the approximate
coverage of the cell. It is not viable if there is any indication that the phone has been
switched off.
440. Where there is an immediate threat to life, communications data is often requested
by a member of FCR staff or an inspector calling the Single Point of Contact (SPoC)
in the CIU and requesting this. The SPoC will then review the incident and make sure
that less intrusive enquiries are considered as outlined in the IPA. If deemed
appropriate by the SPoC, the SPoC will then contact the on-call Authorising Officer
(Superintendent) to explain the circumstances and seek authority for the relevant
services the SPoC thinks will assist.
441. Any police staff employee or officer, of any rank, can contact the CIU and request
communications data.
442. During this incident, the evidence shows the only checks that were completed by the
CIU, were subscribers, open source and consented data checks.
443. At 10.28pm, PSE H sent the CAD to the TTL for a Subscribers check as per‘999 or
112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’.

> PSE G
444. At 10.28pm, the TTL PSE G opened the CAD.
445. He told the IOPC, ‘I was following guidance from a variety of sources including a
flowchart from pages… discussion with my colleague on TTL at the time. And
suggestions from CIU’.
446. The evidence shows, PSE G was following the ‘999 or 112 – Abandoned or Silent Calls’
guidance, the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow
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chart’ and the ‘999 or 112 – Subscriber checks’, and requested subscribers check
authorisation from the FIM, PS Sankey.
447. At 10.29pm, PS Sankey authorised the subscribers check as per ‘999 or 112 –
Subscriber checks’.
448. The evidence shows, PSE G completed a subscriber check with the CIU. The
number came back with no subscriber details, the result of which he updated on the
CAD.
449. At 10.38pm, PSE G updated the CAD – ‘have spoken to comms intel they willdo
open source checks’.
450. PSE G told the IOPC, ‘I do not recall the full details of my conversation withCIU at
the time however I do remember we discussed whether or not a patrol wasgoing to
be deployed to the location which led to a further conversation with my colleague
on TTL and a further review of the flowchart used for this type of call’.
451. He said ‘I cannot recall whether or not it was myself or my colleague that suggested
open source checks I have asked for these checks previously and since on similar
calls as part of the process with abandoned 999 calls’. He was unable to remember if
he requested any other checks from the CIU at the time.
452. He said he had ‘not received any formal training on the capabilities and functions of
CIU prior to this incident’.
453. The CAD shows PSE G made a further attempt at calling the male back, again
following the ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’. The
CAD shows he spoke to the male briefly, before the male cleared the line on him.
454. The CIU checks were returned, no trace and PSE G updated this on the CAD.
455. At 10.47pm, PSE G updated the CAD ‘based on E&N male likely to be in Dunorlan
Park have amended CAD address to this location’ changing the location ofthe
incident from the FCR, to Dunorlan Park, Tunbridge Wells. He then upgraded the
priority of the CAD to ‘Immediate’ before transferring it to dispatch, in line with the
‘Incident Grades’ guidance.

> PSE F
456. At 10.39pm, PSE F (Communications Data and Internet IntelligenceInvestigator)
opened up the CAD.
457. She told the IOPC, ‘I was contacted by the TTL… and asked to complete open
source & consented data checks on the incident’.
458. She explained how she ‘reviewed the incident and ran the number through the
consented data system called GB Connexus. This is a database where someone has
given a number to a third party, for example Amazon, and they have given their
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consent for their details to be shared with third parties. I also searched the number on
Google’.
459. At 10.43pm, PSE F updated the CAD ‘from CIU – no trace consented’.
This meant there were no results to assist in identifying the caller.
460. She told the IOPC, ‘Upon adding this update to the incident, I also called the TTL to
discuss that as the male had stated an intention to harm himself this should be
deemed a credible risk to his safety and therefore work should be conducted by
officers around the eastings and northings of the 999 call as these centred on
Dunorlan Park, Tunbridge Wells, Kent and if anything was required after this point, to
contact us again for the consideration of urgent communications data requests’.
461. PSE F explained that ‘in accordance to Section 2 of the Investigatory Powers Act
2016 and section 3.16 of the Communications Data Code of Practice for any
communications data work to be conducted consideration should be given to
whether what is sought to be achieved could reasonably be achieved by less
intrusive means’.
462. She commented further “as we had already obtained the eastings and northings for
the call, at this initial stage, obtaining a live trace would give no additional location for
the search to be initiated. I monitored the incident and noted the location update to
this at 10:47pm and awaited further contact should it have been required”.
463. PSE F explained how she had received internal training upon starting in the CIU in
2018, whereby open source/consented data checks are requested as routine by the
duty TTL on any dropped 999 call where a golden hour subscriber check has been
completed by the FCR and it yields prepaid unregistered results. Shesaid “the
incident is updated by the SPoC conducting the search to whether results were
obtained”.
464. PSE F mentioned how no other checks were requested by Force Control,but that
she had “given them advice to contact CIU again once the less intrusive methods
have been considered or completed in relation to the eastings & northings of the call
and an initial search conducted”.

> CIU knowledge within the FCR
465. PSE C was asked by the IOPC about various CIU checks that could have been
completed on the callers’ phone number. He appeared to have no knowledge of
incoming and outgoing call data.
466. PSE J also confirmed to the IOPC how it had become apparent since the incident,
that at the time of the incident the CIU were able to conduct checks and provide
them with further details that they were not aware of.
467. PS Sankey told the IOPC, at the time of the incident, he was not aware of any further
checks that the CIU could have completed to assist the investigation, except for the
open source checks which were completed. At the time he believed from the updates
on the CAD, that the CIU were in consultation and that they “should be supplying all
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the information that we require to…assess the information properly to identify a
person”.
468. PSE A spoke of the various checks, including Live trace that are normally completed by
the CIU for a grade one threat to life, which lead to a much more defined location of a
person. He mentioned how he was aware that PSE C had questioned the TTL at the
time on why it had been sent to dispatch so soon, and why the Telephony Supervisor
was not holding onto the incident for longer to conductfurther checks through the
CIU.

> IOPC enquiries
469. The IOPC made enquiries with the CIU to establish what results would have been
obtained had a live trace been actioned in the circumstances. Although they were
unable to provide retrospective results, a Data and Digital Media Investigations
Supervisor was of the opinion it is unlikely alive trace would have provided better
search parameters than what had been obtained by the eastings and northings at the
time. He said, from experience, the radius of an area that would be produced is
usually still over a kilometre depending on the geographic build-up of the area.
470. He also explained that for results to be obtained from a live trace from the point of
request by the FCR, would have taken approximately 20 minutes. If a live trace had
been actioned at 10.38pm when PSE G spoke to the CIU, the results could have
been obtained around 10.58pm – this is approximately ten minutes after Mr
Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life at 10.47pm.
471. He did explain, that generally, when ‘incoming and outgoing call data’ is requested on
a phone number, this is achieved in approximately 30-35 minutes. Calldata results
on Mr Mackell’s phone number could have identified further numbers who he was
recently in contact with, which in turn could have identified individuals tocontact who
may have known of Mr Mackell’s whereabouts and so provided further lines of
enquiry.
472. The IOPC obtained incoming and outgoing call data results for Mr Mackell’s phone
for the seven days proceeding his abandoned call to police.
473. The results identified numerous recent contact from

between the dates

of 1 May 2020 and 6 May 2020. The last contact being at 7.23pm on 6 May 2020
before Mr Mackell’s abandoned call to police. Kent Police had this number recorded
on STORM linked to Michael Bond at
from the call
made to police on the early hours of 6 May 2020. The number was also recorded on
Athena from 2017 linked to the same name and address details.
474. The call data also showed the number
on the 6 May 2020 as having
called Mr Mackell. This number belongs to Mr Mackell’s brother. It is unknown if this
number was known to Kent Police.
475. The last number present was
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on 5 May 2020. It appears Mr Mackell did not answer and the caller left a voicemail.
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The number belongs to the Skinners’ Kent Academy – of which Mr Mackell was a
student of.
476. The evidence suggests, if Kent police had obtained this call data at the time of the
incident, they could have used these details to provide further lines of enquiry in
order to locate Mr Mackell and check on his welfare. It is deemed more than likely,
the first two numbers would have been extremely useful to them by either calling
these individuals and / or visiting the address. However, it is more than likely,
phoning the college would not have provided any information at the time of the
incident due to the time of night it was.
477. Importantly however, if incoming and outgoing call data had been requested /
actioned at 10.38pm when PSE G spoke to the CIU, it is likely results would not have
been obtained until at least 20 minutes after Mr Mackell was last confirmedto be
alive at 10.47pm.
478. Since this incident, Kent Police have implemented a number of changes.
479. The ‘999 or 112 Abandoned or Silent Calls’ guidance was amended on 15 May 2020
and information was briefed out on 22 May 2020. Under ‘Call taker and TTL actions’,
it now includes: ‘subscriber checks’.
480. The ‘999 or 112 Call - Abandoned or Silent - Initial Actions’ flowchart, was also
updated in May 2020 to include under ‘Transfer to TTL for appropriate actions’ ‘Comms intel check (01-2590)’.
481. There has also been information disseminated, regarding contacting the CIU.
482. On 27 August 2020, an email was sent to FCR team managers, instructing them to
brief team leaders regarding CIU checks. The email stated that once team leader
training is reinstated post COVID restrictions, there would be an input on legislation,
working practice and options the CIU can provide.
483. The email included the following actions for when reviewing an abandoned 999 call:
•

Review call taker actions are suitable and consistent with the guidance from
actions set out on the updated ‘abandoned 999 flow chart’, requesting if they
have not reviewed the new version to do so immediately.

•

Carry out subs check within golden hour guidance. Conduct suitable enquiries
and document your rationale for these actions on the CAD.

•

Should these enquiries still present no line of enquiry it is time to consider
contacting CIU.

484. The email stated that when contacting CIU, ‘to convey the circumstances of the call
including why this remains an immediate risk to life, anything heard within the call
and rationale for seeking further information on the number in question’. It explained
that this is vital to convey exactly what has happened as this may alter what CIU can
or cannot do in support of finding further lines of enquiry.
485. The email specified how it is important to ‘ask CIU what can they do to assist in the
circumstances and not lead or request specific actions’ and to treat them as a tactical
advisor to your decisions / actions. It further explained how it is good practice to rely
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on their expertise to support decision making; as all good decision making relies on
good information do not assume they have the same view as yourself by providing
them clear and accurate information. The more information you provide for them the
more you can support their decision making, this may mean listening back to the call
or seeking clarity from the original call handler.
486. The final point was that ‘should enquires continue and be negative, i.e possible
address is identified and checked and this is negative, it is suitable to call CIU back
and seek further options. As this can satisfy further thresholds to other checks they
could conduct.’
487. In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
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•

The evidence shows the CAD was marked up as an ‘abandoned 9’s’.

•

The evidence indicates, the TTL PSE G requested open source /
consented data checks from PSE F in the CIU which was routineprocedure
for an ‘abandoned 9’s’ call, consistent with CIU training.

•

The evidence shows PSE F (CIU) believed a location had been established
to initiate an area search (from the eastings and northings) and therefore a
live trace on the phone number would have provided nothing additional at
that stage.

•

The evidence suggests PSE F believed an area search was a proportionate
line of enquiry, and of a less intrusive method than further CIUchecks.

•

The evidence from PSE F suggests that she told the TTL to contactCIU again
once the area search ‘had been considered or completed’.

•

The evidence suggests PSE G was following the relevant guidance in
conducting the CIU checks, and the flow chart in transferring the incident to
dispatch.

•

PSE C did tell the IOPC, that after the incident was sent to dispatch,he went
to discuss the situation with the TTL (PSE G), and the fact thatan area search
was not possible with the location of the eastings and northings provided.

•

The evidence suggests, PSE G took the advice of the people aroundhim
and the guidance and believed TTL needed to pass the incident over.

•

There is no evidence the CIU were contacted again, by anyone.

•

PSE G told the IOPC he had received no formal training on CIU
capability.

•

The evidence suggests had a live trace been implemented at the time by the
TTL, is was unlikely to have produced a better location, and results would not
have been obtained until approximately ten minutes after Mr Mackell’s last
confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is unknown if this would have made any
difference to the outcome.

•

The evidence suggests had incoming and outgoing call data been
implemented at the time by the TTL, results would not have been obtained
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until approximately 20 minutes after Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life.
Therefore, it is unknown if this would have made any difference to the
outcome.
•

The evidence suggests, it is possible if PS Sankey had spoken to the CIU
himself, or actioned someone else to, it is possible further communications
data would have been requested / actioned, but it is not known.

•

However, if PS Sankey had done this (this would have been 11.26pm at the
earliest) and call data had been agreed and authorised, by the time any call
data results would have been returned it would have been approximately an
hour and fifteen minutes later after 10.47pm, Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign
of life. Therefore, it is unknown if this CIU contact would have made a
difference to the outcome.

•

If one of the other two more experienced FIM’s had viewed the CAD, whether
it was graded ‘immediate’ or ‘high’ at that stage it may have been irrelevant, it
is possible they might have identified it as an ‘immediate threat to life’, and if
with their experience they had more knowledge of CIU processes, it is
possible they would have requested further communications data. However,
this would have been after 11.26pm, so again, it is unknown if this would have
made any difference to the outcome.

•

The evidence suggests, the earliest the duty inspector could have been
informed is 10.48pm when PSE E accepted the CAD. Whether it was
‘immediate’ or ‘high at that stage it may have been irrelevant, it is possible the
duty inspector might have identified it as an ‘immediate threat to life’, and it is
possible they would have requested further communications data. However, if
communications data was requested by the duty inspector at 10.48pm, by the
time any results were returned this would again have been after Mr Mackell’s
last confirmed sign of life, so it is unknown if it would have made any
difference to the outcome.

•

The IOPC have been provided with information that since this incident there
has been amendments to guidance and information disseminated about
contacting the CIU. This suggests at the time of the incident, it has been
identified by Kent Police that the processes in place required for these
circumstances was not deemed to be sufficient.

> Call data for Mr Mackell’s phone number
488. The IOPC obtained ingoing and outgoing call data for Mr Mackell’s phone number.
489. Call data results, show Mr Mackell’s phone made four outgoing calls to
01622690690, between 10.31pm and 10.47pm.
490. The call at 10.47pm, was the last outgoing activity made by Mr Mackell’s phone. Mr
Mackell’s father sent text messages to his number at 11.04pm and 11.13pm, neither
of which were replied to. All calls after this were forwarded straight to voicemail.
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491. Mr Mackell’s phone was found on him when he was found deceased. Therefore, the
evidence suggests this phone usage attributed to Mr Mackell.
492. The evidence suggests, 10.47pm was the last time Mr Mackell was confirmed to be
alive.
493. 01622690690 is a Kent Police automated answer service. The message begins by
providing a real-time Kent area traffic update before transferring the caller to the
standard Kent Police non-emergency automated answer service. The message
states if the call is an emergency and requires immediate police action, to hang up
and dial 999. It then states the other non-emergency options such as health and
safety advice due to COVID and policing matter updates, recommending the caller
accesses the service via the Kent Police website. The voicemail then states if the
caller still needs to speak to Kent Police they need to select one of the following
options:
1) know the extension of the person they want to speak to
2) have an enquiry about someone being held in custody
3) the call relates to a previously reported crime or incident or they know the
details of the officer they want to speak to
4) to report a new crime or incident or antisocial behaviour
494. If a number is not selected, the options are repeated.
495. The longest call Mr Mackell made to this number lasted one minute and 17 seconds.
Without knowing what the traffic updates were on that date it is hard to know exactly
how far Mr Mackell would have got into this voicemail. But, if there were no traffic
updates that day, the length of the call suggests he hung up before hearing the
options.
496. The outgoing calls back to Kent Police indicate it is highly likely that Mr Mackell did
want to make contact and speak to someone.
497. This evidence does indicate, if Mr Mackell had been provided with a contact number
early on (relating to a charity or similar), most conveniently via test message, after he
had made that abandoned call or even after those first few calls back from Kent
Police, it is more than likely he would have made contact with someone. Whether this
would have helped Mr Mackell or made a difference to the outcome is unknown.

> Kent Police Mapping
498. Since this incident, it became apparent to Kent Police that operators of the mapping
system were not aware of a change in its functionality.
499. The IOPC was told that Kent Police changed their STORM mapping system in
December 2019. The previous mapping system, had a function which automatically
centered the map in relation to the Eastings and Northings. But, that function was
notpart of the new system’s default functionality. So, unless an individual operator
was
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aware of this specific function that they had to select (the auto-map EISEC button),
they would not have been obtaining a centered map as a result, unaware to them.
500. This issue was only recognised as a consequence of this incident. Kent Police
briefed out on 15 May 2020 that this functionality had now been added as a default
setting to the system / the ‘auto-map EISEC button selected’, and anyone who found
this not to be the case was required to raise the issue. This would now autocentered the map to the location obtained from the EISEC data eastings and
northings.
501. Manually entering the eastings/northings does also center the map – as the operator
did in the case of this incident. However, having the ‘auto-map EISEC button’
selected, in addition, places a ‘marker’ (a black and purple circle) on the map.
502. It then became apparent, having added that functionality – and as a consequence of
individuals subject of the IOPC investigation asking questions via their supervisors,
the ‘marker’ put on the map by the ‘auto-map EISEC’ function, varied in size
depending on the ‘confidence’ the automated EISEC data system has in the
accuracy. They can be very small circles placed on the map in urban locations, and
much wider circles in rural locations. On the 22 July 2020, this latest finding was
briefed out to the FCR.
503. The image below shows the map which would have been obtained by the operator at
the time of the incident had they have known about these two functions.

Figure 3.
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504. The image below is zoomed in with the photographic detail.

Figure 4.
505. In discussing this improved system, PSE C told the IOPC the marker abovewas
indicative that the caller was within 95% confidence of a 12 metre area.
506. PSE C told the IOPC, if he had been presented with results such as theseat the
time of the incident the CAD would have remained at’ immediate’ without question,
and he would have deployed straight to the area shown.
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507. Below is the map of where Mr Mackell’s body was discovered:

Figure 5.
508. Figure 5, appears to show the location where Mr Mackell was found, to be
approximately the same location as where the marker was positioned in the maps on
Figure 3 and 4. This was described as a few hundred yards from the main entrance
to the park, off Pembury Road, through the car park (by the member of the public
who found Mr Mackell).
509. If PSE H had produced results such as these in figure 3 and 4, at 10.23pm when she
performed the mapping search, following the ‘abandoned 999’ flowchart this location
would have gone straight to the dispatcher bypassing the TLU. It would have been
just five minutes after Mr Mackell’s abandoned call to police. Call data results show
the last time Mr Mackell was confirmed to be alive was 10.47pm, so thatwas
potentially, at least 24 minutes Kent Police would have had this location to attend.
510. In order to assist the decision maker in determining this issue, the following points
may assist:
•
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The evidence suggests, it is highly likely had the FCR been aware of the
changes within the new mapping system and been using it to its full
functionality, at the time of the incident, an operator would have produced map
results mirroring the one above (figure 3 and 4).
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•

The evidence shows Mr Mackell’s body was located at same location as
where the marker existed in the new map.

•

PSE C told the IOPC, if he had been presented with results such asthese at
the time of the incident the CAD would have remained at immediatewithout
question and he would not have sought the downgrade from PSE A.

•

It is more than likely, had the more detailed map been produced at the time of
the incident, PSE H would have sent the CAD straight to dispatch not the
TLU.

•

If the CAD had gone straight to dispatch, it is possible Kent Police would have
had at least 24 minutes to locate him before the time Mr Mackell was last
confirmed to be alive.

•

It is unknown if Kent Police had had 24 minutes, whether they would have
located Mr Mackell in time to have made a difference to the outcome.

Area Search / F8 / Patrol Sergeant
511. The evidence suggests had the FCR had the more defined map from the beginning, it
is more than likely PSE C would have instructed an immediate area search.
512. The Shift F8 audit results provide evidence that there were resources available for an
‘immediate’ graded incident at 10.23pm when they produced the map.
513. The evidence suggests had the FCR decided they required more resources than
were shown available, they would have both notified the patrol sergeant and
completed a Borderless request.
Duty Inspector
514. The evidence suggests, it is more than likely, had the CAD remained at ‘immediate’
and patrols deployed to the area, the threat to life would have been more obvious to
those dealing with the incident and the duty inspector would have been notified.
515. There is also a possibility the duty inspector would have provided more ownership,
set actions, requested CIU checks.
FIM
516. The evidence suggests, it is possible, had the CAD remained at ‘immediate’ and an
area search conducted prior to 10.47pm, Mr Mackell would have been located before
the FIM was even notified of the incident.
517. However, if the FIM had been notified, it is more than likely the incident would have
remained on the FIM filter list due to the identified threat, risk and harm.
CIU Checks
518. The evidence suggests had the CAD remained at ‘immediate’, and patrols had been
deployed to the area but were unable to locate Mr Mackell, it is likely the TLU would
have been re-contacted (by the duty inspector and / or FIM) and further
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communications data requested for Mr Mackell’s phone in order to assist locating
him.

> Questions to be answered by the DSI
investigation
519. At no point during the investigation was a determination made, pursuant to para 21A
of Schedule 3 to the Police Reform Act 2002, that any person serving with the police:
a) may have committed a criminal offence; or
b) behaved in a manner that would justify the bringing of disciplinary
proceedings
520. On receipt of this final investigation report, Tom Milsom, acting with the delegated
authority of the DG under paragraph 24A(4) of Schedule 3 to the Police Reform Act
2002, is required to finally determine the two matters referred to above.
521. To conclude this analysis, I, as lead investigator, will consider the following:
a) What evidence is available regarding the nature and extent of police contact
with Mr Mackell prior to his death?
b) What evidence is available in relation to whether the police may have caused
or contributed to Mr Mackell’s death?

> What evidence is available regarding the nature and extent of police
contact with Mr Mackell prior to his death?
522. There is no evidence to indicate any Kent Police staff employees or police officers
had any direct contact with Mr Mackell prior to his death.
523. There is evidence, at 10.18pm on 6 May 2020, Mr Mackell made an abandoned call
to Kent Police. In a playback he was heard to say, “Can you send someone to pick
me up, I’m about to kill myself”.
524. There is evidence, at 10.23pm, PSE H tried calling Mr Mackell back from
01622690690. She asked him if he was OK, he stated “yeah, I’m fine”. She told him
they had heard him say he wanted to kill himself on the line and gave her name as
She asked him “what’s your name?” and Mr Mackell hung up on her.
525. There is evidence, at 10.25pm, PSE H tried calling Mr Mackell back and it went
straight to his voicemail.
526. There is evidence, at 10.26pm, PSE H called Mr Mackell again. She told him she
wanted to help him, gave her name again, and asked his name. Mr Mackell replied
with what sounded like “Mark”. She asked him “Mark, and where are you, Mark?”
Mr Mackell hung up again. A further call to Mr Mackell male went straight tohis
voicemail.
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527. There is evidence, at 10.38pm, PSE G called Mr Mackell. He introduced himself and
asked Mr Mackell for his name and address so the police could help him.Mr Mackell
said, “I don’t know” and “what do you mean, help me?” PSE G tried to explain he just
wanted to help him, but Mr Mackell went silent and then hung up.
528. There is evidence, at 11.39pm, PSE B tried calling Mr Mackell, but therewas no
answer.
529. There is evidence, at 00.34am, PSE K attempted to call Mr Mackell, but it wentto
voicemail.
530. There is evidence, at 2.41am, PSE B sent a concern text message to MrMackell’s
number, asking for him to call Kent Police on 101.

> What evidence is available in relation to whether the police may have
caused or contributed to Mr Mackell’s death?
531. There is strong evidence to suggest, Mr Mackell took action to end his own life. He
was found hanging
in Dunorlan Park, with a suicide note saved on his
mobile phone which was located on him. There is no evidence, Mr Mackell’s death
was caused by any actions of the police.
532. There is strong evidence to suggest Mr Mackell had been thinking about taking his
own life since February due to his internet browser history.
533. There is also some evidence of premeditation and intention, as on 6 May 2020, Mr
Mackell took
with him from his home address to the park and begun
writing his suicide note (found on him) at 4.00pm that same day.
534. The evidence shows Mr Mackell made the abandoned call to Kent Police at 10.18pm
on 6 May 2020.
535. The evidence suggests the FCR produced mapping results from the abandoned call,
consistent with how operators knew to use the system.
536. There is strong evidence to suggest the only reason an area search was not
conducted for Mr Mackell, was because the dispatch supervisors did not believe they
had a defined enough location from mapping to even know where to begin looking for
Mr Mackell. They understood the location which they had been provided with was the
location of the phone mast only and gave no direction or confidence in the location of
the caller.
537. There is evidence to show Kent Police made several attempts at trying to contact Mr
Mackell and engage with him.
538. There is strong evidence, Kent Police did not know who the caller was, his identity or
how he planned to end his life. They did not know if he was indoors or outdoors. They
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also did not know if he was on the move, on foot, in a car and even no longer in the
area of the original phone mast location.
539. There is strong evidence to suggest both PSE C and PSE A downgraded the incident
from ‘immediate’ to ‘high’, as they were unable to provide animmediate response, by
not having a specific location to attend.
540. The evidence shows, PSE B was the only dispatcher (support) to make resource
enquiries, she did this after the FIM’s request. She was unable to locate anyone
available for a ‘high’ graded incident.
541. The evidence does indicate it is highly likely for the FCR, it was a busier than normal
shift. This indicates, it is more than likely there would have been a lack of available
resources.
542. The evidence suggests, for the other dispatchers dealing with the CAD it is likely they
did not believe resource or deployment enquiries were necessary as they had been
advised by their superiors no area search was viable. For this reason also, it is likely
performing a Shift F8 would have seemed an unnecessary task for them to complete.
543. The IOPC call data evidence shows Mr Mackell’s last outgoing phone activity was at
10.47pm. Therefore, this is deemed to be his last confirmed sign of life.
544. The evidence suggests that had a live trace been implemented at the time when the
CIU was first contacted, this was unlikely to have produced a better location. Also,
results would not have been obtained until approximately ten minutes after Mr
Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is unknown if this would have made
any difference to the outcome.
545. The evidence suggests had incoming and outgoing call data been implemented at
the time when CIU was first contacted, results would have provided further lines of
enquiry due to the recent contact from Mr Mackell’s father and brother. However, the
results would not have been obtained until approximately 20 minutes after Mr
Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is unknown if this would have made
any difference to the outcome.
546. The IOPC have been provided with information that since this incident there has
been amendments to guidance and information disseminated about contacting the
CIU. This suggests at the time of the incident, it has been identified by Kent Police
that the processes in place required for these circumstances was not deemed to be
sufficient.
547. The evidence shows the patrol sergeant and the duty inspector were not notified of
this incident. It is likely the earliest they both could have been informed is 10.48pm.
This is one minute after Mr Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is
unknown what difference to the outcome any actions and decisions of these people,
would have made.
548. The evidence shows FIM was not notified until 11.13pm. This is 26 minutes after Mr
Mackell’s last confirmed sign of life. Therefore, it is unknown if the FIM had acted
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differently, made different decisions, suggested different actions, what difference to
the outcome this would have made.
549. The evidence shows, at 2.41am a text message was sent to Mr Mackell. However, at
the time of the incident, it appears there was no specific guidance which would have
been relevant in the circumstances to sending a text message. Kent Police have
since implemented a new suicide risk text message and added this to their guidance.
550. The evidence shows Mr Mackell made four outgoing calls back to a Kent Police
automated answer service, after his abandoned call. This evidence indicates it is
highly likely that Mr Mackell did want to make contact and speak to someone.
551. Therefore, this evidence strongly indicates, had Mr Mackell been provided with a
contact number early on (relating to a charity or similar, and most conveniently via
text message) after he had made that abandoned call or even after the first few call
backs from Kent Police, it is possible he would have made contact with someone
prior to ending his life. Whether or not this would have made a difference, it is
unknown.
552. The evidence suggests, FCR operators were not made aware of changes made to
the mapping system when it was upgraded in December 2019.
553. The evidence suggests, it is highly likely had the operators been aware of the
changes within the new mapping system and been using it to its full functionality, at
the time of the incident, an operator would have produced map results mirroring
Figure 3 and 4.
554. The evidence shows Mr Mackell was located at approximately the same location as
where the marker would have existed in the new map.
555. The evidence shows, it is more than likely, had the more detailed map been
produced at the time of the incident, the ‘abandoned’ flowchart would have led PSE
H to send the CAD straight to dispatch not the TLU.
556. There is strong evidence to indicate, if PSE C had been presented with mapping
results such as these, at the time of the incident, the CAD would have remained at
‘immediate’ and dispatch would have been instructed to make resourcingenquiries,
initiating a search for Mr Mackell.
557. This evidence shows, if the CAD had gone straight to dispatch, it is possible Kent
Police would have had at least 24 minutes to locate Mr Mackell before the time he
was last confirmed to be alive.
558. The evidence shows, around this time, Kent Police did have at least one patrol
available for an ‘immediate’ graded call. Therefore, it is possible, with at least 24
minutes, officers might have located Mr Mackell in time to have made a difference to
the outcome.
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> Learning
559. Throughout the investigation, the IOPC has considered learning with regard to the
matters under investigation. The type of learning identified can include improving
practice, updating policy or making changes to training.
The IOPC can make two types of learning recommendations under the Police
Reform Act 2002 (PRA):
•

Section 10(1)(e) recommendations – these are made at any stage of the
investigation. There is no requirement under the Police Reform Act for the
appropriate authority to provide a formal response to these recommendations.

•

Paragraph 28A recommendations – made at the end of the investigation, which
do require a formal response. These recommendations and any responses to
them are published on the recommendations section of the IOPC website.

560. Potential learning to be considered by the decision maker
I have identified the following areas of potential learning for the attention of the
decision maker, to inform any recommendations they may wish to make:
Incident Grading
561. Further clarity provided on the issue of having a threat to life, but not having an
immediate location to attend - and how this in turn should be graded.
Downgrading
562. To re-brief FCR / amend guidance on process of downgrading by dispatch, (that it is
to be physically downgraded by a Team Leader ONLY and after they have read the
incident and updated their rationale). No verbal authorisation allowed. As appears
individuals are still unaware of the correct process.
The ‘999 or 112 call – Abandoned or Silent – Initial Actions flow chart’
563. To provide some clarity to the Telephony Team when following the above flow chart
as to what location should be updated on the CAD when the result of the eastings
and northings could potentially represent a wide area and not a specific location.
Borderless
564. The evidence suggests that if PSE A is correct and there is some room for manoeuvre
around the Borderless process, that message needs to be communicatedout to the
FCR. Or the process re clarified.
Text Message
565. For the sending of the ‘Suicide text’ to be added as an action for the dispatcher on
the PAGES ‘Suicide – Threats or Attempts to Commit’ Guidance.
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566. For the sending of ‘concern ref’ text message to be added to ‘Dispatcher actions’ on
the PAGES ‘Concern’ Guidance if one has not already been sent by the Call Taker.
Systems
567. For system upgrades and updates, to ensure that any default settings are checked
and the operators of those systems are made aware of such settings.

> Next steps
568. The decision maker will now set out their provisional opinion on the investigation
outcomes. The decision maker will record these on a separate opinion document.
569. The decision maker will also identify whether a paragraph 28ZA recommendation
(remedy) or referral to the Reflective Practice Review Process (RPRP) is appropriate.

> Criminal offences
570. On receipt of my report, the decision maker must decide if there is an indication that
a criminal offence may have been committed by any person to whose conduct the
investigation related.
571. If they decide that there is such an indication, they must decide whether it is
appropriate to refer the matter to the CPS.
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> Appendix 1: The role of the IOPC
The IOPC carries out its own independent investigations into complaints and
incidents involving the police, HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), the National
Crime Agency (NCA) and Home Office immigration and enforcement staff.
We are completely independent of the police and the government. All cases are
overseen by the Director General (DG), who has the power to delegate their
decisions to other members of staff in the organisation. These individuals are
referred to as DG delegates, or decision makers, and they provide strategic direction
and scrutinise the investigation.

> The investigation
At the outset of an investigation, a lead investigator will be appointed, who will be
responsible for the day-to-day running of the investigation on behalf of the DG. This
may involve taking witness statements, interviewing subjects to the investigation,
analysing CCTV footage, reviewing documents, obtaining forensic and other expert
evidence, as well as liaison with the coroner, the CPS and other agencies.
They are supported by a team, including other investigators, lawyers, press officers
and other specialist staff.
Throughout the investigation, meaningful updates are provided to interested persons
and may be provided to other stakeholders at regular intervals. Each investigation is
also subject to a quality review process.
The IOPC investigator often makes early contact with the CPS and is sometimes
provided with investigative advice during the course of the investigation.

> Investigation reports
Once the investigator has gathered the evidence, they must prepare a report. The
report must summarise and analyse the evidence and refer to or attach any relevant
documents.
The report must then be given to the decision maker, who will decide if a criminal
offence may have been committed by any person to whose conduct the investigation
related, and whether it is appropriate to refer the case to the CPS for a charging
decision.
The decision maker will reach a provisional opinion on the following:

a) whether any person to whose conduct the investigation related has a case to
answer in respect of misconduct or gross misconduct or has no case to
answer;
b) whether or not disciplinary proceedings should be brought against any such
person and, if so, what form those proceedings should take (taking into
account, in particular, the seriousness of any breach of the Standards of
Professional Behaviour);
c) whether the performance of any person to whose conduct the investigation
related is unsatisfactory and whether or not performance proceedings should
be brought against any such person; and
d) whether or not any matter which was the subject of the investigation should
be referred to be dealt with under the Reflective Practice Review Process
(RPRP).
The decision maker will also decide whether to make individual or wider learning
recommendations for the police.

> Misconduct proceedings
Having considered any views of the appropriate authority, the decision maker is
required to make the final determination and notify the appropriate authority of their
determinations, as follows:
a) whether any person to whose conduct the investigation has related has a
case to answer for misconduct or gross misconduct or has no case to answer;
b) whether the performance of any person to whose conduct the investigation
related is unsatisfactory; and
c) whether or not disciplinary proceedings should be brought against any person
to whose conduct the investigation related and, if so, what form the
disciplinary proceedings should take.
The decision maker may also make a determination as to any matter dealt with in the
report. This may include a decision that a matter amounts to Practice Requiring
Improvement (PRI) and as such should be dealt with under the Reflective Practice
Review Process (RPRP) or a recommendation under paragraph 28ZA (remedy).

> Unsatisfactory Performance Procedures
UPP is defined as an inability or failure of a police officer to perform the duties of the
role or rank the officer is currently undertaking to a satisfactory standard or level.
The decision maker can recommend and, where necessary, direct an appropriate
authority to refer an officer to any stage of the Unsatisfactory Performance
Procedures (UPP). The appropriate authority must comply with a direction from the
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decision maker and must ensure proceedings progress to a proper conclusion. The
appropriate authority must also keep the decision maker informed of the action it
takes in response to a direction concerning performance proceedings.

Practice Requiring Improvement
Practice Requiring Improvement (PRI) is defined as underperformance or conduct
not amounting to misconduct or gross misconduct, which falls short of the
expectations of the public and the police service as set out in the policing Code of
Ethics.
Where PRI is identified the Reflective Practice Review Process (RPRP) is followed.
However, there may be instances where PRI is identified, but for a variety of reasons
the RPRP process is not instigated, for example on the grounds of officer wellbeing.
RPRP is not a disciplinary outcome but a formalised process set out in the Police
(Conduct) Regulations 2020. It is more appropriate to address one-off issues or
instances where there have been limited previous attempts to address emerging
concerns around low-level conduct. In some instances it may be appropriate to
escalate the matter to formal UPP procedures where there is a reoccurrence of a
performance related issue following the completion of the Reflective Practice Review
Process.
The IOPC cannot direct RPRP: it can only require the appropriate authority to
determine what action it will take.

Criminal proceedings
If there is an indication that a criminal offence may have been committed by any
person to whose conduct the investigation related, the IOPC may refer that person
to the CPS. The CPS will then decide whether to bring a prosecution against any
person. If they decide to prosecute, and there is a not guilty plea, there may be a
trial. Relevant witnesses identified during our investigation may be asked to attend
the court. The criminal proceedings will determine whether the defendant is guilty
beyond reasonable doubt.

> Inquests
Following investigations into deaths, the IOPC’s investigation report and supporting
documents are usually provided to the coroner. The coroner may then hold an
inquest, either alone or with a jury. This hearing is unlike a trial. It is a fact-finding
forum and will not determine criminal or civil liability. A coroner might ask a selection
of witnesses to give evidence at the inquest. At the end of the inquest, the coroner
and/or jury will decide how they think the death occurred based on the evidence they
have heard and seen.
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> Publishing the report
After all criminal proceedings relating to the investigation have concluded, and at a
time when the IOPC is satisfied that any other misconduct or inquest proceedings
will not be prejudiced by publication, the IOPC may publish its investigation report, or
a summary of this.
Redactions might be made to the report at this stage to ensure, for example, that
individuals’ personal data is sufficiently protected.
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> Appendix 2: Terms of reference
Investigation into Kent Police’ contact with Mr Matthew Mackell on the
evening of 6 May 2020.

Investigation Name:

Matthew Mackell

Investigation Type:

Independent

Appropriate Authority:

Kent

IOPC Reference:

2020/135676

Director General (DG)
Delegate (decision maker):

Graham Beesley

Lead Investigator:

Gemma Smith

Target Range:

3 - 6 months

Summary of events
This summary is presented on the basis of information presently available to the IOPC.
The veracity and accuracy of that information will be considered as part of the investigation
and will be subject to review.
At 10.18pm on 6 May 2020, an unknown male (now known to be Matthew Mackell) made
an abandoned call to police. In a playback he was heard to say “Can you send someone to
pick me up, I’m about to kill myself”. Initial call handler Police Staff Employee (PSE) H
made attempts to call the male back, two calls were answered by him, the first where he
stated that he was okay, the second he hung up on hearing PSE H’s voice.

Various checks completed on the male’s number came back as ‘no trace’ so there was no
identity concerning the caller.

At 10.23pm, a Geobase enquiry located the area of the call, which returned a result in the
area of Dunorlan Park, Tunbridge Wells. Dunorlan Park is a large wooded and grassed
area, with minimal lighting.

At 10.42pm, Telephony Team Leader, PSE G spoke to the male briefly, before themale
cleared the line. Subscribers and open source checks completed on the number came
back as ‘no trace’.

At 10.47pm PSE G upgraded the CAD to ‘Immediate’, updated the location of themale to
‘Dunorlan Park’ on the CAD and transferred it back to dispatch.

At 10.54pm, Dispatcher PSE E downgraded the CAD from ‘Immediate’ to ‘High’ andupdated the
CAD that the Team Leader would provide rationale for the downgrade.

At 11.13pm, Team Leader PSE A updated the CAD providing their rationale for the
downgrade and stated ‘our only available action is to continue contacting the phone for
updates and information to identify the caller’.

At 11.26pm, Force Incident Manager, Police Sergeant Sankey updated the CAD that there
were ‘limited actions to be able to complete to progress’. They asked if there were any
patrol free for a tour of the area and requested if South East Coast Ambulance (SECAMB)
had received any calls from the male’s number.

At 11.39pm, Dispatcher PSE B tried calling the male, but there was no answer.

At 11.40pm they completed SECAMB checks, which came back negative within the last
two months.

At 11.48pm, PSE B attempted to deploy call sign YD40, but they did not answer.

At 00.34am 7 May 2020, Dispatch Support PSE K attempted to call the male, but itwent
to voicemail.

At 2.41am, PSE B sent a concern text message to the male’s number, asking forcontact to
be made to Kent Police.
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There was no police search of Dunorlan Park completed in an attempt to locate the male.
At 5.16am on 7th May 2020, seventeen-year-old Matthew Mackell was found by a member
of the public hanging
in Dunorlan Park. Matthew was found with a mobile
phone which was discovered to have made the calls to Kent police mentioned above. It is
suspected Matthew took his own life.
Terms of Reference
1.

To investigate the contact between Kent Police staff and police officers and
Mr Matthew Mackell. This will include examining:
a) The actions and decisions of the Kent Police staff and police officers in
relation to their contact with Mr Mackell, and whether these actions were in
line with national and local policy. Pursuant to this the following decisions will
initially be examined;
i) The assessment decision to downgrade the incident to ‘high’
ii) The decision to not notify the Duty Inspector
iii) The decision to not conduct an area search of Dunorlan Park to attempt
to locate Matthew Mackell
b) Whether police contact caused or contributed to the death of Mr Mackell.

2.

To assist in fulfilling the state’s investigative obligation arising under the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) by ensuring as far as
possible that the investigation is independent, effective, open and prompt,
and that the full facts are brought to light and any lessons are learned.

3.

To identify whether any subject of the investigation may have committed a
criminal offence and, if appropriate, make early contact with the Director of
Public Prosecutions (DPP). On receipt of the final report, the decision maker
shall determine whether the report should be sent to the DPP.

4.

To enable an assessment as to whether any subject of the investigation has
a case to answer for misconduct or gross misconduct or no case to answer.
Kent Police Force Control Room staff are subject to the same misconduct
regulations as police officers.

5.
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To consider and report on whether there may be organisational learning,
including:
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•

whether any change in policy or practice would help to prevent a
recurrence of the event, incident or conduct investigated;

•

whether the incident highlights any good practice that should be
shared.

The decision maker responsible for oversight of this investigation is Graham
Beesley, Operations Manager. The decision maker has approved these terms of
reference. At the end of the investigation they will decide whether or not the report
should be submitted to the Director of Public Prosecutions. They will also consider
the Appropriate Authority’s views on the content of the report, before making a final
determination.
These terms of reference were approved on 26 May 2020.
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